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FOREWORD

This publication contains the proceedings of and technical papers
presented at the Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium, held at the
Woodlake Inn, Sacramento, California on 18 - 20 September 1973.

In ad-

dition, it contains several other technical papers prepared for the
symposium but which were not presented.

The purpoae of the osymposium was to bring together the technical
expertise within Government and industry throughout the world to review
and discuss compatibility developments and experiences.' Exchanging
methods and ideas is essential in present and future systems development.
No one organization holds all the answers to aircraft/stores compatibilttv
problems.

Solutions to these problems depend upon coordinated efforts by

both aircraft and store designers who are aware of the other's requirements.

The symposium committee wishes to express its appreciation to those
persons responding to the call for papers--the authors atd the presenters-the session chairmen, and the attendees for their contributi'ns in making
the symposium highly successful.

Special appreciation is extended to Major

General George L'. McLaughlin, Commander, Sacramento Air Materiel A)rea, Air
Force Logistics Coawnd, for his welcoming remarks in opening the symposium.
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Acknowledge..ent is made to all those people
from McClellan AFB
who worked long hours so diligentlyp cheerfully
and efficiently to
give us such a pleasant, professional success,

Publication of this report does not constitute
Air Force
approval of the technical papers' findings
or conclusions.

It

is published only for the exchange and stimulation
of ideas.

Ch irman, Working Party

JES C. PILI
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ABSTRACT

These proceedings contain the technical papers presented at the
Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium held at the Woodlake Inn,
Sacramento, California on 18 - 20 September 1973 which was sponsored
by the Joint Technical Coordinating Group for Air Launched Non-Nuclear
Ordnance (JTCG/ALNNO).

Purpose of the symposium was to bring together

the technical expertise within Government and industry to review and
discuss aircraft/store compatibility developments and experiences.
Technical papers were presented in five different sessions:

General,

Structural Loads, Store Separation, Aircraft Performance, and Experimental Techniques.

Each paper in the proceedings has its own abstract,

and contains sections including presentation of dava: discussion of
findings, and recommendations/conclusions.

The compilation of these

papers, each focusing on the compatibility problem, should prove extremely valuable to aircraft and store designers by making each aware
of the others' technical problems and possible solutions.
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WELCOME REMARKS
BY
MAJOR GENERAL GFOROE W. MCLAUGHLIN
SACRAMENTO AIR MATERIEL AREA
AIR FORCE LOGISTICS COMMAND

Good Morning, Ladies and Gentlemen. In behalf of the AFLC Commander
and myself, as the SMAMA Commander, I would like to welcome you to
Sacramento and to the symposium that you will be participating in for
the next couple of days.
I had two reasons for being interested in SMANA hosting this symposium.
One, a selfish reason, in that it gives a lot better opportunity for
more of the SMA4A engineers to attend, participate, and get the benefits
that accrue from a meeting of this kind. As most of you probably know,
we at SMAMA have been the managers for years of many of the fighters.
Weapon stores compatibility involves all aircraft but it most consistently involves the fighters. Although the S.AMA people have worked
with fighters over the years and have done a good job, there is still
much to be accomplished.
The second reason is personal. I hae been in tactical operations
flying fighter aircraft from World War II up thrt' Viet Nam; and I
always ended up in dive bombing and doing the close support missions.
I have seen munitions bump together on other airplanes in the formation.
T have seen our own aircraft blown up by their 3L-n bombs. From P-47
operations in Europe in 1944 all the way up thra the F-1O0 aircraft in
Viet Nam. As the Director of the TACC (Tactical Air Control Center) I
became more familiar ivith the conditions because of the problems we had
with short rounds. Short rounds result from all sorts of reasons; one,
human beings. They make mistakes in the setting of switches, etc.
Others are dui to reasons other than human. Suprisingly, I have seen
500 pound bombs hit the ground and bounce 50 yards after hitting a rock
and not detonate until it came to a complete stop. This isn't necessarily incompatibility but may be problems in the bomb mecharism or
possibly the attitude of imract. A lot of bombs turn end over end and
also, as you know, we have duds. There is no one alive who has flown
300 or 400 missions in close support who hasn't dropped a dud by his
own failure in setting the switches or too low a release. There is
much important work to be done, even though a lot of outstanding: work
has been accomplished in the past. The way I look at it, each new

Preceding page blank
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fighter is a new ball game on weapon compatibility and requires more
work.
In going thru your booklet that Jim mentioned, you have many, many
interesting papers which are going to be discussed on work that you
experts have done on weapon compatibility. So with that, again I
welcome you. Anything that hasn't been done to make your stay here
enjoyable, be sure to let Jim or some of us know and we will take
cerc of it. Have a !ood symposium.

5
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JTCG/ANNO NISSION AND ORGANIZATION
by
Lt Col H. J. Hansman
Principal Member
Ai-.Force Logistics Commad
On behalf of the chairman of the Joint Technical Coordinating
Group for Air Launched Non-Nuclear Ordnance. I would like to add my
welcome to that of General McLaughlin. I art looking forvard to this
symposium as a most beneficial event for all of us.
I would like to take a few minutes to acquaint you with the
background and current activities of the Joint Technical Coordinatirg
Group for Air Launched Non-Nuclear Ordnance, better knoin as the
JTCG/ALNO. (Next chart, please.) Our parent organization, if you
will, is the Joint Logistics Commanders (JLC), the four Conm.-anders
who are responsible for meeting the material needs of the US operating
forces. Our JTCG/AINNO operates under the auspices of the JLC. The
JLC principals are the Commanding General of the US Amy Hateriel
Comrand (A4C), General Henry A. Miley, Jr.; the Chief of Naval Material
Command (10C), Admiral I. C. Kidd, Jr.; the Commander of the Air Force
Logistics Command (A-.1C), General Jack J. Catton; and the Commander
of the Air Force Systems Command (AFSC), General Samue2 C. Phillips.
These four gentlemen meet quarterly to discuss matters of-mutual
interest, arrive at a common understanding of each othr 's position,
and decide on courses of action to be jointly pursued. Their
mtaagement concept has been endorsed by the Office of the Secretary
of Defense, and continues to reflect significant inzerserindcing
accomplishments. (Next chart, ple 'se,)
The Joint Commanders achieve their objectives through numerous
coordinating groups and panels. One of these is the JTCG/ALNNO,
which was chartered by the JLC on 30 October 1964 and is a verj
active, continuing organization. Its missiLn, as shoim here, is
threefold. Much success has been achieved in establishing a high
degree of awareness between the Services at all levels in our
particular area, and in the recommandation of rp.:ific programs to
meet knoui requirements. As you can imagine, this total effort is
a continuing activit covering widely divergent areas of technology,
(Next slide, please.3
The lead command for the JTCG/ALNNO is Air Force Systems Command.
There are four principal members, representing AM-IC, NIIC, AFLG, and
AFSC, with Mr. Roger Hartmeyer from AFSC as the overall chairman.

7
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These four individuals are authorized to speak alid act for their
command in their areas of responsibility. They also manage and
coordinate the activities of the various worling parties within the

JTCG/ALNNO.
There are about 330 people in the 15 JTCG/AMNO working parties.
These working parties are, as their name implies, the prime movers
who actually acomp:lish the mission of the JTCG/ALNNO. Each working
party has a principal member from his command. Each command
representative is a highly-qualified technical expert in the working
party's area of interest, and is aware of the related efforts in his
command pertaining to that subject. Through regular meetings, the
JTCG/ALNNO members have established close technical working relationships between the serice development communities.
(Next slide,
please.)
Sho n here are a few of the accomplishments over the recenht
months for which JTCG/AILNNO can be justly proud. This list is not
exhaustive, but is indicative of the type of activities in which the
working parties are engaged. As you can see, the activities range
frow'the elimination of tetryl from munitions, to the design of a
container retrieval system, to the prep'u-ation of a Joint Development
Plan (JDP) for a Target Activated ,munitions System. Again, these
are merely illustrative of the JTCG/AINO iundertakings.
Of prime interest to us today is another .najor accomplishment this symposium - which was arranged by the Aircraft Stores Compatibility working party, under the chairmanship of Mr. Jim Phillip from
SI4AIA. I would like to thank Jim, his committee, and all their able
assistants for the excellent work they have done in organizing this
even't. The success of their efforts is obvious from the number of
active participants here today. I am most pleased to turn the podium
over to the AFSC Principal Member for Working Party 12, Mr. Charles
Epstein.
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WORKING PARTY 12 ACCOMPLISHENTS
BY
MR. C. S. EPSTEIN - AFSC
MR. H, L. WASHMUTH - NMC

I don't know what Col Hansman has been doing, but I know what I've
been: doing.
I would like to add my welcome to all of you for being here at this
second symposium sponsored by the JCTG. At this particular time, I
would like to. recogniZe our foreign visitors. Through: .cnsidev4ble
effort and somei-trials and trlbutations, we have with us representaet as well as industry;
rives from the'United Kingdom-- from ,Gern

1t hope

we -have Canadians , Israeli, Germans; and,' Austrslians.
haven't seen some -of them yet but' they said -they were,
our hope that this symposium will institutte Some ing
had in the past - a .kind of International cooperation
work. After all, th&'s the name of the game; to put

1'

e t ing. It, is
that we haven't
in this type of
the information

out before 'you, to make contacts, to find out what the other fellow- is
doing. Already I have found out some intercsting things from Overseas
and am looki-g forward to
friends.

.dditional participation by our overseas

This symposium is Sponsored by the JCTG/ALNNO but primarily Working
Party 12. Working-Party 12 is Aircraft Stores Compatibility, and we in
the committee are extremely proud of what we have accomplished --and

*

rightly so. The JCTG for Munitions Effectivenesj have published the
JMEM manuals which many of you have seen. Perhrps they have outdone us
in terms of weight in paper work that they have. put out, or volume- of
file cabinets. But nevertheless, we have succeeded in'the last three
or four years and recently published several documents. The first of

which was a Military Standard, Mil Standard 1289, which cove'ts all tests
4"

and compatibility tests on the ground for airplane and store- I think
this was sort of a milestone in that in it we have for the first time
drawn together all Army, Navy, and Air Force requirements for that
subject.

z
.'

Also not too long ago, the second thing that we published was a handbook,
Guide to Aircraft Stores Compatibility. Many of you have this handbook
but if you don't and wduld like to have it, please contact me. It is
another first. A design manual, if you will, available -to the engineer
who is in the business of compatibility. It is for the aircraft designer,

the rack designer, and the bomb or weapon designer.

There is a section

in it for each of you. This Volume has been published on a one-time
issue with a blue cover, JTr.G/ALNNO. We are concurrently having this
document made into a il Handbook, I think. There seems to be some doubt
about that at timeP but it will be a regular official document and publiI went ahead and published this
cation should be within the next year
guide in the meantime so that people cc.,ild be using it.

15
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The third document, the Aircraft Stores Interface Manual, you will be
able to see out there on the table. This document covers aircraft
stores drawings and interface drawings. I am not going to talk about
it because I am going to have somebody else up here in just a ritnute.
We have published these three documents within the last year, and we
think that they are very useful. It is the first time that anything
like this has ever been published in our field.
Our committee, Working Party 12, is now looking beyond these documents
for other tasks. In our particular committee, we are now starting to
work on standardization of flight testing procedures for aircraft stores
compatibility test. This is our nfxt major goal, to come out with A
flight test document. Our working iVarty is divided into three work
study groups: an electrical mechanlcal study group headed by Mr..Hoffman
from the Armament Lab; a structural study group headed by Mr. Bill Steeper
from NAVAIR; and an aerodynamic study group, of which, I am the head.
We
all work together to put out these d cuments. and- e hope that_ they will
be of some Value to you. They are not of any value to Any o6 us, if
you (I guess you are-pretty much the customers) do.not use them. if
after seeing these documents, you -have any comments, it is -nt,
to late,'
to -make changes to them; that is what they are here for. We-invite your
participation in helping us to got out a document that is useful to everyone. So, please take it that way. Me are receptive lo constructive criticism. We are-not too receptive to some criticism, like everyone else,
so I stress - constructive, constructive criticism. We would like to
have your participation in helping us get these documents in the best
possible shape. So if there is anything we can do to improve what we have
now, we would like to know about it.
Now I would like to turn the podium over to Mr. Harold Washmuth oi China
Lake who is going to tell you abput this document that, as a matter of
fact, just came out the other day.

As Charlie mentioned, I am Harold Washmuth from the Naval-Weapons Center,
China Lake, California. I have ju t published and prepared for distribution the Aircraft Stores Interface Manual for the JTCG/ALNNO. This is a
copy of the volume and we have several out in the lobby that you people
can look at during the next few days.
In general, it is a compilation of the physical arrangement-oY aircraft.
There are about 150 1/16-inch scale drawings on aircraft; in g,-ineral,
preview type drawings. There are about 70 drawings on bomb rac,.s. These
give the footprints and the physical geometry of bomb racks that would
interface with the store. In the front of the manual is a short text
which basically describes the drawings and their Intended use4 Also, a
short text on how they can be used. I am sure that you people will find
ways of your own to use them. I am very interested in your- comments on
this, particularly in any corrections that might be made; errors, things
that need to be added to the drawings and things that you people find in
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present an interference problem. Also in the front of the manual is.
a- basic description -of, the ways. to write something up on th:Ls and, send
it in ~to us. As far -as I Am concerned-, this can be, very in formal. But
basically -there are a- fevy guidelines -given- as to what you may -wish tb
add and, some reasons 'as to why it should 1he aidded. 1i, for bni , am- ver!y
h-appy-to add usefutl 'Ata. There are some-plans for making-additions to
the manuali such as more pylon-details, access to the pylonsi etc.
Acpy of the distribution list, which-:s just typed~ and-not included
in the manuil, wil-l: be inserted'in- the aian~ials out in the- hallway.
I would -like -you to -go over this list and- aeRe if you-are litd and if
the listing-is correct. If you would- like to be added tothe--distribution list, write the -informatiOn needed -on th hetof pape~-rrvided;
distribution-will probably be within, the next 30 days.
-ingeneral. the distribution is-broken down in thisway. The-Army.,
AASCOM, StLouis " Mr. Cobb hasi-asked foh on~t Arm*
-itribut--idn'and--he will -distribute them-withi:n the Army,. The
1rcit
bM h"_as sentially btoko~ their distribution -down -to their A{&s, and, Logistic- Command. In- -their Sys tem_ Command, -all- copies- will. go -t--Mr. Hoffman- at
Egini. if you are- located. at Egin, I would prefer- that yo6u-request a
copy f rom Mr. Hof fman: direct. If -for somte reason, this does, not-work
out-, then I would be glad, to have- this -input. Maj or- aircraf t mAnufacturers will: be on the distribution list-.
-Isthe JTCG organization going to continue-to come up with funding for
this? If so-, we will then- continue! our -work aiid-add -to the -manual in
the future. If you have any further questions regarding this matter,
I shall be here at the symposium and around for-the -rest of the weeik
and will be happy to answer them.
At this point, I would -.ike to introduce Mr. Chuck-Hoffman from-Eglin
Air F'orce Base, Chairman of the first session and also chairman-of our
Electrical Mechan~cal Section in-Working-Party 12.
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SUSPENSION EQUIPMENT CONSIDERATIONS

(UO)
(Article Unclas sified)
ROBERT L. KYLE
Douglas Aircraft -Company
Loig Beach, California

ABSTRACT (U)
The Douglas Aircraft Company of the McDonnell Douglas
Corporati0a.-has maintained a continuous research and development
Armament Technology Program. One of the-products of this program
is a computer simulation of an ejector rack. Ejector force, pressure
and store position versus time are output- of this program. A prelirninar error study has been performed in-the areas of mechanism design
tolerance, hook loads and termperature effect on ejector operation. At
the present time, this computer program is being combined with AF
Flow Anguilarity Program to obtain a general program for store separation and ground impact error studies on present and advanced ejector
concepts.
High-density bluff NSRDC Star Fin munitions appear to offer appreciable promise when carried conformally. However, in adopting a
completely new weapon, considerable time is required for development
and production until the weapon is available in quantity for large-scale
service usage. Consequently, an interim high-density store approach
through conversion of the existing general purpose bombs to NSRDC
Star Fin shapes would appear beneficial. The results of a weapon
conversion study indicate that a reasonable NSRDC shape simulation
can be achieved with the general purpose converted bombs consisting
of two natural module lengths which allow easy conformal carriage or
multiple carriagc pylon palletization with fixed ejectors.

I
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INTRODUCTION
The Douglas Aircraft Company of the McDonnel Douglas
Corporation -has maintained a continuous research and, development
program -lnown as the Advanced Armament Technology Program. This
program has addressed high-speed aircraft carriage, release and

gro-nd impact problems associated with free-fall conventional weapons.
In November 1967, th Douglas Aircraft Company performed a low drag
store carry study while under contract to the Naval Ship Research and
Development Center (NSRDC). This study established the aerodynamic
-gain associated with fuselage conformal carriage of weapons. Since
this contract, Douglas has performednumerous supporting studies to
the conformal carriage effort under the Advanced Armament Technology
Program.
Special weapon suspension equipment considerations are encountered with fuselage conformal carriage pallets. A high-energy ejection
system is advantageous to ensure safe store separation from the pallet
and reduce the influence of the interference flow field on-the entire trajectory and eventual impact point on the ground. In addition, the ground
handling accessibility is very limited in pallets especially for the center
row of ejectors when three or more rows are used. Upon noting these
requiremei.ts, a design study was initiated to develop an ejector rack
that is completely compatible with conformal or pallet mounting of
ejectors. From this study, the Submerged Profile Ejector Racks

(SUPER) design was conceived.
The SUP2.R-14 rack uses a unique lug restraining principle that
eliminates conventional sway bra6ing w-itbout requiring changes in the
standard MIL-A-8591 C or D bail lugs. Instead of conventional sway
bracing, a self-adjusting wedge provides the necessary sway-bracing
restraint when the rack hooks are latched during store loading. This
automatic sway-bracing feature is essential in minimizing aircraft

turnaround time.

Closely spaced ejector unit installations are feaitible

where conventional sway-bracing techniques are impractical.

In addi-

tion, totally submerged conformal carriage applications are possible.
A patent was granted Douglas for the SUPER principle on August 10,

1971.
To obtain the technology necessary to design bomb racks with
greater flexibility, an ejector rack gas dynamic analysis was initiated.
Current cartridge-actuated-device gas-dynamic theory was applied
and evaluated with respect to existing ejector unit empirical data. This
theory was then modified to form an analyticbl base for future designs.
This analytical approach was used to design the SUPER-14 high-energy
ejection system. SUPER-14 prototype units were fabricated and ejection tests were performed which substantiated the gas dynamic theory
employed in the analysis.
This paper describes the Douglas research and development ejector
rack gas dynamics computer program that developed from these efforts.
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In addition, a palletized suspension equipment arrangement study is
presented and discussed which further complements conformal carriage
of weapons.
EJECTOR RACK COMPUTER SIMULATION
To obtain the complete force versus time curve of the ejector, the
gas dynamic analysis was programmed for-the IBM 360 digital computer. In addition, the release mechanism characteristics were simulated to obtain release time information. SUPER-l4.1810 (MER-200),
LODE-14 (BRU-3A) and 9610 (MER-7 or MER-lO) bomb rack characteristics were determined which provides ejector simulation of the

newer Douglas designed racks. With this computer model, which simulates cartridge actuated bomb rack operations the effect of hookloads,
environment, tolerances and cartridge variations can-be analyzed to
determine the magnitude of bomb rack error contributions.
COMPUTER VARIABLES
A number of cartridge, ejector unit and store variables are input
to the ejector rack model. A partial list of these variables is given
below.
Cartridge Variables:
Type used
Number used
Booster charge weight
Booster charge density
Booster charge burning rate

.3ooster charge average molecular weight
Booster charge gas constant volume speczific heat
Main charge weight

Main charge web thickness
Main charge density
Main charge burning rate

Main charge average molecular weight
Main charge gas constant volume specific heat
Total volume of empty cartridge
Ambient ai: temperature
Ambient air pressure
Ejector Unit Variables:
Breech total volume
Breech heat loss characteristics
Aft end housing initial volume
Forward end housing initial volume

End housing heat loss characteristics
Aft orifice diameter
25
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Forward
orifice
diameter
First,piston-area
stroke len~gth
First
Second piston stroke length
Second piston area
Release characteristics of ejector unit

-

Store Variables:
'Store weight
Store radius
Pitch mass moment of inertia
Yaw mass moment of inertia
Roll mass-moment of inertia
Distance cg to aft piston
Distance- -g to forward piston
Inertial initial loading
Aerodynamic loadifag

TEST DATA CORRELATION
Excellent correlation with test data has been obtained with this

computer simulated ejector rack model.

Figure 1 shows a comparative

plot of computer model obtained data versus test data for the SUPER-14
ejector unit. Similar correlation has been obtained for other store

weights and the 9610, ,LODE-14 and 1810 ejector racks. In addition to
force versus time data, breech and ejector pressures are determined
and can be outpat as a function of time. Vertical and lateral store
positions and angular position and velocity are also computed and output
to further describe the ejection event. Through this theoretical computer approach, the effect of environment and external loads on the
ejection system can be determined at low cost without expensive instrumented tests being performed.

PRELIMINARY ERROR STUDY
A preliminary error study has been performed in the areas of mechanism design tolerance, hook load effect and temperature effect on
ejector operation. As an example of this application, Figure 2 shows
the effect and manufacturing tolerance on the release time to hook opening for the 9610 and SUPER-14 bomb racks. Three manufacturing
tolerance conditions were investigated with the computer model: (1) the

tolerance extreme that provides minimun locking; (2) the.nominal tolerance condition that provides average locking, aid (3) the tolerance
e treme that provides maximum locking.

An examination of these curves

shows that release time and release time spread for tolerance variation
for the SUPER-14 is considerably less than that of the 9610. The
SUPER-14 utilizes a new hook release mechanism which is superior to
the 9610 release mechanism as shc\vn by the results of Figure 2.
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High hook load effects are shown in Figures 3 and 4 for the 9610 and
SUPER-14 respectively. Although very little variation in end-of-stroke
(EOS) velocity was obtained with the 9610 or SUPER-14, an appreciable
variation in overall impulse time resulted for the 9610 but not -for the
SUPER-14. As before, the SUPER-I4 superior release mechanism is
illustrated by these results. Very little temperature effect was obtained
for the 9610 or SUPER-14. However, Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate a
subtle temperature effect for the LCDE-14 without, and with orifices.
Figure 5 shows that without orifices the LODE- 14 EOS velocity varies
by 3.5 ft/sec from -65 to 160 0 F. When 0. 089 orifices are installed this
temperature effect is reduced to a 1. 2 ft/sec variation as shown by Figure 6. This observation indicates that even if orificing is not arequired
for pitch'g, equal orifices are beneficial toward. eliminating major
portion of the temperature effect with the LODE-14.
GROUND IMPACT ERROR
An investigation of the ground impact error associated with the
effects of mechanism tolerance, hook load and temperature was performed using an Eglin error analysis based on a free-stream ballistic
approach. This study indicates that an 18-foot impact error can result
for typical MER hook loads for the 9610 due to mechanism tolerance.
Whereas, a 2-foot impact error is associated with the SUPER-14 for
identical loading conditions. The high hook load effect on total impulse
indicates a 15-foot error for the 9610 and zero error for the SUPER-14.
A 77-foot temperature effect impact error is indi.cated for the LODE-14
without orifices and a 12-foot error is indicated for 0.089 orifices.
However, this free-stream ballistic impact error treatment leaves a
great deal to be desired, because the aircraft interference flow field has
been ignored totally.
1
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INTERFERENCE FLOW FIELD
In reality, the aircraft interference flow field may reduce or
aggravate any or all of these errors. In addition, the treatment o the
self-stabilizing effect of dual ejectors and new advanced ejector concepts
is difficult without taking into account the aircraft interference flow
field. As a consequence, the research and development technology
effort is being directed toward combining the Douglas ejector rack computer simulation with the Air Force Flow Angularity computer program.
When the two computer programs are combined, the interference flow
field features of the Air Force program will produce representative
weapon loading so that the ejector rack operation can be simulated
realistically. Through this approach, an improved general program
will be obtained with which store separation and ground impact error
effects can be studied for present and advanced ejector rack concepts.
INTERIM PALLETIZED CARRIAGE
Since the inception of external carriage of stores on tactical aircraft, appreciable change in combat aircraft conventional munition armament requirements has occurred. Prime requirements have evolved for
increased accuracy, improved performance, and increased carriage and
delivery flexibility. As a result, numerous store carriage studies have
been performed to provide solutions for these needed improvements.
Of these studies, the high-density bluff weapons appear to show appreciable promise. The NSRDC Star Fin bluff shape, AF BLU-58 and converted M- 117M-6 are examples of current noteworthy high-density
weapon developments.
31
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BLUFF MUNITION CONSIDERATIONS
NSRDC studies of the high-density<Star Fin store show c--aviderable
aerodynamic, delivery, and ballistic improvements. Through the aerodynamic improvements, increased aircraft performance in the form of

increased range or speed are obtained. Delivery improvements of th e
NSRDC shape allow the safe separation and weapon release envelope to
be expanded to increase delivery maneuver flexibility. Greater store
stability during and after ejection provide ballistic improvements which
result in decreased ballistic dispersion with subsequent increased
accuracy.

in adopting a completely new weapon system such)as new highdensity munitions, considerable time is require,' for development and
production until the weapon is available in quanti y for large-scale service usage. In fact, large quantities of the new weapon will probably not
be procured until the existing stockpile of conventional munitions has
been reduced substantially. This delay in obtaining high-density store
advantages is unfortunate. Consequently, an interim-high-density store
approach through conversion of existing weapons would appear beneficial.
WARHEAD REVERSAL

The reversal of the -M-117 warhead and the addition of a modification
kit to form the M-I17M-6 is an excellent example of obtaining a highdensity munition from the conversion of an existing high-quantity munition. These considerations have prompted Douglas to study the possir
bilities of converting the family of general purpose bombs (MK-81, MK82, MK-83 and M-117) to NSRDC Star Fin shapes. The results of this.
study indicate that reasonable NSRDC shape simulation can be achiuved
for these bombs by reversing the warhead and adding a nose plate and
star fin. In addition, he four converted general purpose bombs consist
of two natural module leu -ths which allow easy palletization with fixed
ejectors.
This high-density conversion of the MK-81, MK-82, MK-83 and
M-117 bombs does not result in as high a density as the ideal NSRDC
shape. However, considerable improvement over the current low-drag
-streamlined MK-80 series is obtained. Consequently, conversion of
the existing mnunitions appears to offer an interim approach for palletized
carriage on existing and future aircraft while retaining a sizable portion

of the aerodynamic, delivery, and ballistic improvements of the ideal
NSRDC shape.
MODIFIED STORE SIZNG
In determining the modified store length, a matrix pallet with a
fixed ejector arrangement that does not require ejection relocation for
different weapon loadings is desirable. In fact, this fixed ejector compatibility is desirable for unmodified existing conventional munitions as

well as the Converted High-Density MK-81, MK-82, MK-83 and M-117
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stores. With these considerations as design goals, the basic highdensity shapes of Figure 7 were determined. Two basic lengths are
obtained: 47-inch le'ngth for the MK-81 an M-117, and 71.5-inch lengthfor the MK-8Z and MK-83. Examination of Figure 7 shows the shorter
size is primarily determined by the length of the M-117 warhead,
whereas the MK-83 establishes the length of the longer size.
In addition to two length sizes, the high-density warheads consist
of two diameter groupings. The M-117 and MK-83 are 16 and 14 inches.
in diameter, respectively, and the MK-81 and MK-82 are 9 and 10. 75
inches, respectively. In Figure 8, a fixed ejector repeating side-byside arrangement is shown for the MK-81 and MK-8Z high-density configurations. The two outside ejectors are utilized for the MK-83 and
M-117 high-density stores. These side-by-side arrangements are also
compatible with conventional multiple carriage-type munitions with the
smaller stores carried three abreast and the larger stores two abreast.
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FIGURE 8. FIXEDEJECTOR SIDE-BY-SIDE'SPACING
CARRIAGE FLEXIBILITY

i

Since carriage considerations were made in determining the basic
shape of the high-density converted stores, considerable carriage flexibility ca b-6 obtained. Pallet arrangements can be designed which have
fixed ejector locations compatible with high-.densityconverted stores or
the present unmodified ,family of m-ultiple carriage weapons. Figures 9
and 10 show a conformal carriage arrangemer for fuselage mounting
and a palletized ejector arrangement for pyion mounting. Special bomb
rack requirements are encountered for pallet installations such as this,
especially for the center row of ejectors of the three side-;by-side
ejector arrangements which have very limited ground handl'ng acces sibility. Closely spaced ejector unit installations such as these are
feasible with the SUPER design where conventional sway-bracing techniques are impractical.
When the converted high-density stores are carried on either fuse-

lage conformal or pylon arrangements, a movable nose fairing is
envisioned to minimize aerodynamic drag. Prior to loading of the highdensity stores, this fairing is extencded to fair the loaded pallet. After
dropping the stores, this fairing is retracted back to fair the empty

pallet. When unmodified conventional stores are carried, the fairing is
not extended, and retraction is not required after releasing the stores.
INTERIM A-

ANTAGES

The Converted High-Density MK-81, MK-8Z, and M-117 weapons
carried in a palletized arrangement offer an interim approach to the
conformal carriage advantages of the NSRDC Star Fin bluff weapon. A
pallet arrangement is possible with these converted weapons in which a
fi:d matrix of bomb racks is conctpatible with the existing multiple
carriage family of munitions as well as the converted high-density muni-

tions.

hi addition, this pallir arrangement can be applied to fuselage

conformal ca.-. age, or fuselage and wing pylon applications for current

airr-aft with multiple carriage capability such as F-14, F-15, F-111,
F-4, A-6 and A-4.
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With this flecible approach, an acce6ptable quantity of convrentionial
unconverted munitions can be -carried if-'the converted munitions are -not
available. Hoivever, if .the conve-rted -high-denisity--muntitions are . ailable,, considerable- inrprovement n comrbat capabil:ity can, be 'achieved.-&
If the length, oa the pre-seni bluff znunitih-qs that are in developmrenit have,

not been solidified to-the point-th#. cbange is-in~obsible. ch.03Aer'Aiofi
should. be given tio utilizing, munition. lengths that, are -compatiblewith -the,
converted high-density muinitions, presented-here. By poiidihg this'
compaibiltyweapon carriage approach is, -obtained in *'hich-ndWblf
munitions, converted mit ions or-pr~s-eit-conven-tionalI weapbon's ca.n 2be
used without change to the ejector rack miounting. arrangemenft. These
considerations offer a -greatd
deat -toward reducing the -bluff highz-densityweapon .to a pactical syste.m- foi~oprsenit and future-aircraft conformal'
or pylon carriage.
SUMMARY

Through r ealistic computer simulation of release, ejection, -stord
separation and, groxind imnpa.t considerable ekcpensive laboraoiy, *ind
tunnel and flight-testing -can be reduced. B-y combm-iin g the DMuglas
Ejector Rack -Computer -Progranm wiltht Air- Force Flow, Angularity
Computer Progra ni an improved -gee
odlwill -be obtaiied with_
potential to evaluate
improve present-and advanced ejectoir ra-k -concepts under multiple or- conformal-carriage -conditions. 'In the devieloment of new bluff high-density munitions, consideration should be- given
to selecting*munition sites that are compatible, fromn a carriage standpoint, with both-modified- conv erted munitions and present conventional
munitions. This consideration will help reduce to-practicality high-n

':

density bluff munitions that are ideal for fuselage conformal carriage
or pylon palletized carriage for both present and-future advanced
aircraft,
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DIRECT SIDEFORCE CONTROL FOR

IMPROVED WEAPON DELIVERY ACCURAC2Y
(U)
(Article UNCLASSIFIED)
E. F. CARLSON
Research and Engineering Division
The Boeing Aerospace Company
Seattle, Wash. 98124

ABSTRACT. (U) A Direct Sideforce Control (DSFC) system
has been developed to improve aircraft agility and weapon
delivery accuracy. One type of DSFC system uses a dedicated
aerodynamic control surface mounted under the nose of the
aircraft in conjunction with the rudder to balance out yawing moments. Together, these two control surfaces can
produce a lateral acceleration of about 1 g for typical
tactical combat aircraft. The effectiveness of the DSFC
for the air-to-ground weapon delivery task has been evaluated
in piloted simulation studio2. This has shown that the DSFC
can reduce the weapon miss distance by a factcr of three
over that for a conventional control system. This improvement is derived from two principal features of the DSFC.
First, the pilot can make rapid, precise heading changes
while maintaining a wings level attitude and zero sideslip.
Second, the DSFC can be used to trim out crosswinds. This
can be done while maintaining a wings level attitude with
the body axis aligned with the ground track. The physiological effects of aircraft accelerations were evaluated
on the NASA Ames FSAA large amplitude moving base simulator.
Particular emphasis was placed on pilot opinion of the DSFC
mechanization, pilot workload, and the effects of the lateral
accelerations which can be generated by the DSFC,.
Approved for public release; distribution~unl.imited.

Sponsored by the Office of Naval Research under Contract
N00014-72-C-0207, "An Investigation of the Potential Benefits
of Direct Sideforce Control from a Mission Viewpoint,"
Boeing Rept No. D180-17508-1, July 1973.
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INTRODUCTION

Superior aircraft maneuverability and agility can be of
decisive importance for tactical combat aircraft. The
pilot's ability to precisely position his aircraft in space
can be critical in such tasks as air."to-ground weapons
delivery, air-to-air combat, inflight refueling, and landing
under foul weather conditions. Increased maneuverability
will also improve the groundfire and missile avoidance capability, as well as helping the pilot to outmaneuver and gain
the advantage over an attacking aircraft.
The preceeding maneuverability requirements are strongly
influenced by the aircraft lateral-directional response characteristics since each of the preceeding tasks is strongly
dependent on a heading change capability. In a conventional
aircraft, the pilot changes heading by first commanding roll
rate. Vhe pilot maintains this roll rate until he has established the desired bank angle. This orients the lift force
developed Yy the wing such that the aircraft develops a head7
ing change rate. As the desired heading is approached, the
pilot commands the necessary roll rate to return to a 4ings
level fligbi- attitude. While this technique has been used
throughout the history of aviation, it does not represent the
most desirable method for chainging heading. It requires considerable pilot skill to orient the aircraft precisely.
Also, the time required- to bank the aircraft introduces a
significant time lag in the heading change maneuver. As the
pilot attempts to speed up the maneuver, he will introduce
large oscillations and will experience a significant reduction in the precision with which he can control the aircraft
flight path and heading. This is particularly noticeable in
air-to-ground weapons delivery.
A Direct Sideforce Control (DSFC) system has been developed to provide a significant improvement in the aircraft
lateral-directional maneuverability and handling qualities.
The DSFC uses aerodynamic control surfaces to generate a
sidefore. This sideforce enables the aircraft tq turn while
maintaining a wing; level attitude, without sideslipping the
aircraft, This enables thi. pilot to make much more precise
dnd more rapid heading changes than is possible with the conventional control system. With the DSFC, the pilot commands
the heading rate directly. Therc is no need to roll the aircraft or otherwise disturb the established flight path. The
DSFC also permits the aircraft to be flown in a steady crosswind by sideslipping the aircraft while maintaining wings
level and a fixed heading at all times. The benefits to be
gained from this new flight control system have been evaluated by pilots in a simulated dive bombing task.
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MECHANIZATION
The mechanization of the DSFC has been divided into
three categories: 1) operation; 2) sideforce generators;
and 3) flight control system.
OPERATION
The variois techniques with which the pilot can control
the aircraft with DSFC are summarized in Figure 1. The various control-techniques shown in this figure are identified
as separate modes for convenience. They are not separately
switched or keyed functions. Any or all of-the ccntrol modes
are available to the pilot simply by 4naking inputs to the
appropriate control, i.e., the'stick, rudder pedals, or the
throttle mounted controller. The pilots control inputs to
the DSFC are fed directly into a small onboard computer.
This computer generates the commands to drive the aerod,namic
control surfaces to produce the commanded aircraft motions.
This gives the proper synchronization of the control surfaces
to produce a pure, uncoupled motion of the aircraft. This
decoupled system gives the pilot control over the various
aircraft degrees of freedom without exciting extraneous,
unwanted aircraft dynamics. For example, with the Mode II
control the pilot deflects the rudder pedals to change heading without inducing unwanted responses such as rolling or
pitching of the aircraft. Pilot comments from this and other
DSFC studies have shown that this uncoupled motion is necessary to realize the full potential of the DSFC.
SIDEFORCE GENERATORS
A series of design concepts for generating sideforce
have been evaluated. First, consider that the sideforce can
be generated by either aerodynamic control devices or by a
form of vectored thrust. The vectored thrust system would
require that the thrust be deflected a full 90 degrees to
give the desired 1 g lateral acceleration on an aircraft
with a thrust to weight ratio of one. Thus, it becomes
apparent that the use of aerodynamic control devices is the
more desirable method for generating sideforce. The most
effective system is shown in Figure 2. The aerodynamic sideforces are produced by a conventional rudder used in conjunction with the chin mounted tandem sideforce generators. The
rudder and sideforce generators deflect together such that
they each generate about one half of the total sideforce.
This results in both controls reaching approximately full
deflection in response to a full input command from the
pilot. This full utilization of the rudder and sideforce
generators minimizes the size of the sideforce generators,
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Figure 2: Chin Mounted SideForce Generator-

a-4-- Sideforce Genrators

Figure 3:

Wing Mounted SideForce Generator
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thereby minimizing the structural weight. The location of
the rudder and sideforce generators relative to the center
of gravity is such that only very small yawing and rolling
moments are produced when generating the sideforces. The
DSFC computer automatically commands small deflections of
the aerodynamic control surfaces to cancel these moments.
The chin mounted sideforce generators shown in Figure 2 offer
adequate ground clearance for ground based operations. These
sideforce generators would, however, be subject to occasion-!
damage in carrier operations. The sideforce generators shown
in Figure 3 are positioned to avoid damage in carrier
operations. The wing mounted sideforce generators will be
about twice the size of the chin mounted generators since
the rudder will produce only a small portion of the total
sideforce.
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS
A schematic of the DSFC flight control system is shown
in Figure 4. A digital computer wi'l he used to perform the
functions shown in this block diagram. Some of the more
significant features of this control system will now be
The central portion of the control system is
Vconsidered.
the decoupling network --shown in Figure 4 as the constants
Cl1 through C33. This decoupling network accomplishes the
following functions:
o

Pilot inputs command coordinated deflections of
all control surfaces to counteract the inherent
aerodynamic cross coupling.

o

Commands to the rudder from the side translation
controller to counteract the yawing moment due to
sideslip.

o

Commands to the sideforce generator from the
rudder pedals to provide the side acceleration
required to yaw at zero sideslip.

o

Commands to the aileron to neutralize the rolling
moments due to sideslip and rate of yaw.

o

Commands to the rudder and sideforce generator from
bank angle to coordinate the turn.

With this flight control system, the aircraft responses
to pilot control inputs are first order lags with no trace
of excitation of the poorly damped dutch roll mode. The
dutch roll is, however, excited by external disturbances.
To improve dutch roll damping, the decoupled system
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incorporates yawing moment feedback, KG, proportional to
measured yaw rate, as shown in.Figure 4. The only effect of
this feedback on the decoupled system response to pilot
inputs is to speed up the hea6ing response and reduce its
magnitude. The response to a gust disturbance is, however,
significantly improved by the increase .in re-ich roll damping.
Each of the feedforward elements shown in Figure 4 has
a separate function. The feedforward from the Mode III control input to the aileron (the term with L'$ in the numerator)
will be discussed first. This feedforward cancels the rolling moment due to the sideslip which is generated by the Mode
III control. Alternately, this could be cancelled by a feedback of sideslip angle to aileron. This sideslip feedback
has the disadvantage of increasing the aircraft response to
turbulence. The second feedforward from Mode III provides a
command to the rudder. This command is necessary to give a
pure side translation - or sideslip - without.producing a

heading change. The remaining feedforward element provides
a command from Mode II to the sideforce generator. This feedforward provides the command required -D achieve a wings
level turn at zero sideslip.
All required gain scheduling will be done within the
DSFC digital computer. This gain scheduling will extend the
desired flight characteristics, shown in Figure 1, throughout
the flight envelope.
FLIGHT SIMULATION
The capabilities of the DSFC system for the dive bombing
task were evaluated on the NASA Ames Flight Simulator for
Advanced Aircraft (FSAA) shown in Figure 5.
A total
of 383 dive bombing runs were flown by 6 pilots on this
large amplitude six dearee of freedom moving base simulator.
Dive bombing accuracy as well as the effects of motion were
evaluated.
WEAPON DELIVERY ACCURACY
The dive bombing task, depicted in Figure 6, was used in
the evaluation of the DSFC. The ground attack runs were
started from 8,000 ft. altitude in a 30 degree dive. Various
lateral offsets and crosswind conditions were evaluated in
the simulation. The pilot's task was to line up on target
such that be could obtain the best hit possible with a conventional iron bomb. The fixed depressed reticle sight used
in the simulation was set for a weapon drop at 3,000 ft. and
556 kts. (M=0.85) in a 30 degree dive. The primary objective
of the test on the FSAA moving base simulator was to assess
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the pilot's reactions to the relatively high lateral accelerations that can be generated by the DSFC system. To
accomplish this primary objective it was determined that a
total of six pilots should be used in the evaluation process.
The pilot reactions and comments are discussed in the next
section.

V

*

When compared with the weapon delivery accuracy for the
conventional aircraft, the use of DSFC can provide significant improvements as shown in Figure 7. These data-show
significant increases in weapon delivery accuracy for the
composite of all pilots, as well as the results for pilot A.
Pilot A had the most experience and the greatest number of
simulated flights with the DSFC. Some of this experience
was obtained during the simulator checkout phase. As a con
sequence of this slightly greater experience with the DSFC
he was able to improve his weapon delivery accuracy by a
factor of about 3.4. When using the conventional control
system for bombing, pilot A achieved slightly better than
average weapon delivery accuracy. The other pilots were
given adequate tinte to familiarize themselves with the DSFC
and its operation, but the available test time did not allow
them to achieve the proficiency of pilot A. This is not to
say that a great deal of Pilot training time -will be required
with the DSFC. The pilots who flew the simulation felt that
the DSFC system was quite simple to use. The reduction in
pilot workload with the DSFC will, in all likelyhood, result
in a reduction in pilot training requirements.
Five of the six evaluation pilots were highly experienced (between 1500 and 4000 hrs. in jets) with considerable
experience in dive bombing. F-.ur of these pilots had been
through test pilots school. The background of these pilots
tends to bias the results toward the conventional control
system since these pilots were all well trained in this type
of weapon delivery. The sixth pilot, F, was selected for
the evaluation program because of his low experience level
He had, however, done some dive bombing.
(300 hrs. in jets).
The improvements in weapon delivery accuracy he was able to
achieve with the DSFC are shown in Figure 8. These data
show that he was able to improve his weapon delivery accuracy
in the crosswind by nearly a factor of 2 when using the DSFC.
Use of the relatively shallow 30 degree dive angle in
the simulation tends to bias the results in favor of the conventional control system. As shown in Figume 9 larger bank
angles are required to produce the same heading change rate
as the dive angle increases. The heading change rate available with the DSFC Mode II is independent of the dive angle.
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The data in Figure 9 show that a bank angle of about 45
degrees is required to give the same steady state turn rate
as is pioauced by the DSFC generating 0.83 g's laterally.
These values are typical for the dive bombing task flown on
the simulator.
While a fixed depressed reticle sight was used for this
study, the results are believed to be indicativeof the
improvements which can be realized when using DSFC with a
computing bombsight. The 556 kt. weapon release speed
required a reticle depression angle of only 4.6 degrees;
thus, the pendulum effect associated with this type of sight
was relatively small. For an aircraft equipped with a-computing bombsight the DSFC will make it possible for the
pilot to follow the steering commands Zrom the bombsight in
a simpler, more rapid and precise manner than is possible
using conventional control techniques. Thus, the pilot using
DSFC with a computing bombsight should be able to improve his
weapon delivery accuracy by about the same factor as has been
demonstrated with the fixed reticle sight.
PILOT COMMENTS
The pilots who flew the DSFC simulation on the FSAA felt
that use of the DSFC significantly reduced their workload.
The pilots also stated that operation of the DSFC was convenient and natural.
One of the primary objectives of the test on the FSAA
was to assess the effects of lateral acceleration on the
pilot. To do this it was necessary for the six evaluation
pIlots to extrapolate the lateral acceleration forces from
the 0.37 g's (FSAA maximum capability) they experienced in
the FSAA simulator to the full 1 g level which the DSFC can
generate on typical tactical combat aircraft. The pilots
extrapolated over this range of lateral acceleration to predict that the pilot would not be adversely affected by these
1 g side loads, nor would these side loads deter him from
making maximum inputs to the DSFC. The FSAA motion drive
system was scaled such that the FSAA acceleratel laterally
with 0.37 g's when the calculated value with thse DSFC was
0.85 g's. The FSAA acceleration was proportionately less
for smaller DSFC commands. This scaling gave smooth, full
range dynam.', responses without hitting the limits of the
FSAA motjLn drives. When 'he pilnt would command a large,
continuous linear lateral acceleration with the DSFC then
the FSAA cab would accelerate in that direction, thereby
causing the pilot to experience the pzoper acceleration cues.
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For sustained DSFC inputs cab tilt was employed'such that
the linear lateral acceleration could be washed out before
the FSAA exceeded its lateral travel limits. The pilots
were unaware of the washout. They felt only a consistent
lateral acceleration.
No special restraints were needed in the simulation on
the FSAA. The pilot's seat in the FSAA came from a Boeing
747. The general concensus of opinion was that a contoured
seat to give some side support would be desirable in an aircraft where the DSFC could produce 1 g. It was observed
that when subjected to Ugh lateral g's, the pilot might
make small inadvertent adverse roll inputs through the stick.
This would simply be due to the acceleration forces acting
on his arm. Five out of the six pilnts felt that the pilot
would brace his arm and react to the acceleration such that
he would not make unintentional control inputs. The possibility for spurious control inputs due to lateral acceleration would, however, be eliminated with a side-arm controller
arrangement to replace the standard center stick. A side-arm
controller would permit use of a simple arbi rest ho restrain
undesired lateral arm movements which could produce a control
input.
CONCLUSIONS
A Direct Sideforce Control (DSFC) system has been
developed and evaluated for tactical combat aircraft, The
following conclusions have been drawn from these investigations.
1) The use of DSFC for weapon delivery can significantly
improve the pilots capability to line up on target
and overcome the effects of crosswinds. The simulation results for a dive bombing task show that
weapoi delivery accuracy can be improved by a factor
of 3.4 over that achieved with a conventional control
system.
2)

The six pilots who flew the DSFC system on the FSAA
moving base simulatcr felt that the lateral accelerations that can be developed by the DSFC (up to 1 g)
would not pose significant problems for the pilot.
They felt that he would quickly become accustomed
to these acceleration levels, and make full use of
the DSFC system.
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3)

Use of the DSFC for dive bombing reduced the pilots
workload significantly. The simpler, more precise
type of control with DSFC should make it possible
to reduce
the amount
of pilot
training
required
weapon
delivery
and other
tasks
requiring
high for
maneuverability and/or precise alignment.

4)

Use of DSFC increased aircraft maneuverability
significantly. Precision heading changes of less
than .0 degrees can be speeded 'up by a factor of
2 when compared with conventional control techniques.
This can bb a-decisive advantage in a hostile
environment. For instance, the pilot can continue
jinking to a lower altitude and still hit his target
in a ground attack mission. The DSFC also gives the
pilot a -distinct edge over his opponent in air-toair combat.

5) A "decoupled" flight control system was designed
for the DSFC. This "decoupling" eliminates the
typical aerodynamic and inertial coupling effects
such as the roll and sideslip normally associated
with a heading change maneuver. Pilots who flew
the DSFC simulation stated that this decoupling
was necessary for effective use of the DSFC. The
DSFC flight control system design which has, been
developed also tends to minimize the aircraft
response to atmospheric turbulence.
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ABSTRACT. (U) The Navy and the Air Force have developed a
Conformal Carriage system by means of an extensive analytical/wind
tunnel/flight test program. The wind tuineJl results have been
thoroughly confirmed by a flight demonstration vehicle. All results
have shown the gains in aircraft performance and weapon separation
by using fuselage tangentia3 mounting of both conventional and advancted
bluff-weapons.
The Naval Ship Research and Development Center (NSRDC) has been
studying optimum mounting arrangements of conventional and advanced
bluff weapons for a number of years. The conformal concept evolved
from these aerodynamic investigations which have confirmed the
hypothesis that the high density package can be stabilized and that
this and other more conventional types of weapons can be carried very
efficiently tangent to the aircraft fuselage. In 1971, the Air Force
Armament Laboratory (AFAL) brought their experience and interest into
the program to share the cost of a flight hardware program. Boeing
was selected to provide aircraft modifications, conformal carriage
hardware, and assistance in the analysis of flight test results. The
flight program, designed around Navy F-4B li3371, began in May 197I2
amt was completod in April of 1973. The Naval Weapons Center at China
Lake conducted all flight tests which indluded both aircraft performance
and weapons separation from subsonic through supersonic speeds.
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INTRODUCTION
The Conformal Carriage 'Development Program had the objective of
conducting a proof-of-concept flight demonstration of a full-scale
hardware system. The Navy and the Air Force have successfully
developed and demonstrated this conformal carriage system by means of
an extensive analytical/wind tunnel/flight test program. The
experimental results obtained in the wind tunnel have been thoroughly
confirmed by the flight demonstration vehicle, All results have shown
substantial gains in aircraft performance and weapon separation by
using fuselage tangential mounting of both conventional and advar.ced
bluff-conformal weapons. In fact, the flight envelope of the F-4
carrying weapons conformally nearly matches the F-4 fighter flight
envelope. Furthermore, weapons can be released consistently and
accurately at all speeds up to and including supersonic. A report on
this program has been given at each of the two preceding Aircraft/
Store Compatibility Symposiums (References I and,2). Also, a report
on the results of the supporting bluff weapon flight program was given
at the last Symposi-u (Reference 3).
The Naval Ship Research and Developmcnt Center (NSRDC) sponsored
by the Naval Air Systems Command, has been studying optimum mounting
arrangements of conventional and advanced bluff weapons for a number
of years (see Reference 2). The conformal concept (Figure 1) evolved
from these aerodynamic investigations, which have, over the years,
generated and confirmed the hypothesis that the high density package
can be stabilized and that this and other more conventional types of
weapons can be carried very efficiently tangent to the aircraft
fuselage. In 1971, the Air Force Armament Laboratory (AFAL) brought
their experience and interest into the program.to share the cost of
a flight hardware program.
Boeing was selected to provide aircraft
modifications and conformal carriage hardware as well as to assist in
analyzing the performance flight results. The flight program was
designed around Navy F-4B 148371 and began in May 1972. This effort
was successfully completed in April of 1973 including both aircraft
performance and weapon separation at subsonic through supersonic
speeds. The Naval Weapons ,Center at China Lake was responsible for
the conduct of all flight tests and has provided analysis of the weapon
separation results.
An overview of this Conformal Carriage Program is presented herein
with particular attention paid to some historical background, the
hardware and aircraft modifications, the sapporting wind tunnel program,
the overall flight program, and qualitative aircraft handling qualities.
Detailed results in aircraft performance and weapon separation will be
thoroughly covered in two other papers to be given at this Symposium.
(References 4 and 5).

Preceding page blank
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The conformal carriage concept originating at the Aviation and
Surface Effects Department of NSRDC was a natural outgrowth from attempts
to solve the high store drag and poor store separation characteristics
accompanying multiple external store carriage. These efforts were part
of the store carriage/launch aerodynamics program and aircraft/store
compatibility studies. Similar efforts and thoughts were had elsewhere
and at the Boeing Company in particular. Captive aerodynamics and store
separation advantages obtainable by using the ccaformal carriage concept
were verified through extensive wind tunnel vork at NSRDC.
Because these advantages were shown to be considerable, it was
decided that a proof-of-concept flight program was warranted. After
evaluating several aircraft types, an F-4 was selected as having the
most promise for accomodating a good conformal carriage arrangemeiyt.
This was a fortunate choice, since the Air Force indicated an intezest
in sharing the cost of a flight program, but with the stipulation that
the Navy plans be expanded to include supersonic performance and weapon
separation.
The Boeing Company had been selected to translate the Navy
conceptual design into a piece of installed hardware. However, with
the increased flight envelope requirement a hardware redesign became
necessary.
With goals now defined, the joint Navy/Air Force effort became a
reality. NSRDC proceeded to accomplish an extensive wind tunnel program
to quantify performance, stability, control, and weapons separation for
the specific F-/Conforfnal Carriage.
The wind tunnels at NASA Aies and
NASA Lewis were used to obtain supersonic performance and weapons
separation, respectively. The specific program included the Mk-82
500 pound general purpose bomb, the Rockeye II dispenser, the M-117M6
(modified M-117) bluff weapon, and the NSRDC F.R. (fJneness ratio)
3.75 900 pound advanced bluff weapon.
This selection was based on
being representative of both conventional and advanced bluff store types.
At about the same time Navy F-4B (Bu. No. 148371) was made
available to the program through the T & E Coordinator and flight test
equipment was made available, along with considerable hel4, hrough
personnel at the Naval Air Test Center (NATC), Pabuxent. Because of
the R & D nature of the program, the Naval Weapons Center (NWC) at
China Lake was chosen to conduct the performance flights. As the
program progressed, NWC and their Naval Air Facility pilots also flew
the weapon separation flights, including some at Edwards AEB.
Meanwhile, Boeing had begun thei detailed design work which wound
up as the installed conformal carriage adapter.
With the preliminary "logistics" completed, the flight program
began with "baseline" flights of the F-4B with and without conventional
weapons on multiple racks. The data obtained during these flights
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provided the basis for comparison of all succeeding flight data. These
flights began in May 1972. Upon complti.on of these baseline flights,
the F-4B wq.x flown to Boeing, Seattle for the final fitting, checking,
and installation of the adapter. The conformal carriage flights then
commenced. Flights were completed in April 1973 with outstanding
success.
HARDWARE AND AIRCRAFT MODIFICATIONS
From the very beginning, %ind tunnel results had shown that, with
appropriate practical considerations, the best external weapons carriage
arrangement consisted of grouping the weapons as closely as possible,
with a minimum frontal area, and in a single layer tangential to the
aircraft fuselage. The closeness of the weapons is limited only by the
need to avoid contact with. each other during weapon release. Once -a
minimum frontal area can be established (assuming one wants to carry as
mnany weapons as possible) iengthening the package (front to rear) adds
an insignificant aerodynamic penalty. Although more than one layer of
weapons can increase the nunber carried, the additional aerodynamic
penalties and hardware complications preclude further consideration (at
least until better mounting/ejection systems are developed).
It was therefore known that the desired arrangement was, at least
conceptually, an externally mounted matrix of hard points/ejectors to
accomodate the weapons, that is, using minimum profile racks mounted to
allow fore and aft and lateral adjustment to accomodate the many different sizes and shapes of weapons.
Furthermore: external sway bracing was
considered undesirable. For an appropriate marriage of this weapons to
aircraft interface package, the best sort of aircraft is one with the
largest flat underside with a minimum of interruptions by landing gear
and other such unrelocatable items.
After considering several aircraft andidates, the F-4 was chosen
as the demonstrator since there are no serious interruptions over a
fairly large surface area, since the aircraft has a large enough load
carrying capability to allow demonstration of the full benefits of
conformal carriage, and since there is some potential for further
engineering development of the demonstration package to the point of
providing a retrofit for operational use. Again, the F-4 was a
fortunate choice since it does have the supersonic capability needed to
fit the Air Force program requirements. But, so much for the concept.
The conformal carriage structure was designed around a matrix of
adjustable hard points to accomodate the following weapon arrangements:
twelve Mk-82 General Purpose bombs (four columns of three rows), twelve
Mk-20 Mo- 0 Rockeye II dispensers ( four columns of three rows), nine
M-117M6 bluff bombs (three columns of three rows), and nine NSRDC 3.75
bluff bombs (three columns of three rows).
The M-117M6 bluff bomb
consists of the M-117 warhead carried tail first with a nose cap and
new stabilizer fins (see Figure 2). The NSRDC 3.75 bomb is a 14 inch
diameter fineness ratio of 3.75 cylindrical 900 pound warhead with a
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star-fin stabilizer (see Figure 3). The ejector rack uzed was the
McDonnell Douglas Lode 14A which uses "T lug" suspension with no external
sway braces. The dual breech modification was also incorporated. A

steel structural reini"orcement was added. to strengthen the rack since
the Lode 14A was designed for side mounting on a structural strongback.
The conformal carriage adapter (shown installed in Figure 4) was
then 6 inches deep, 96 inches wide, and 326 inches long including the
302 inch flat area for locating the ejector racks. There were forty
nine ejector mounting position3 available in seven columns and seven
rows. At any one time, three rows of up to four columns could be used,
depending on the weapon loading arrangement selected. Relocation of
racks was accomplished by moving the cross beams. The skin panels could
then be relocated as needed. This specific design was based on
accomodating the selected weapons list; however, the list could have
been much more extensive with no further design modifications (but not
including weapons with 30 inch suspension). The structure was designed
for permanent attachment to the aircraft; that is, all primary load
transfer points were built in and forward and aft fairings were permanently attached.

This approach was taken since the aircraft -was to b

stricken at the endof the program and since the demonstration was
strictly proof-of-concept and as such could not represent a fully
developed operational ha.rdware item.

The Boeing Co. design included Lour critical design areas:,
attachment of the conformal carriage keel beam to the aircraft keel
beam and wing box, attachment of the longerons to the aircraft body
side longeron and wing box,. attachment of the cross beams to the wing
box, and support of the forward longerons in the aircraft forwprd
missile wells. The main conformal carriage longerons-were segmented
to preclude overloading the aircraft longeron. The conformal carriage
keel beam was tapered on the aft end to gradually transfer aircraft
keel beam loads into it.
At the forward end a tapered steel plate was
attached to both keel beams to spread the major portion of the aircraft
keel beam loads laterally over the wing skin at the intermediate spar.
Cross beams were attached to the wing bvx at the wing center line rib
and wing center line splice area using existing bolt holes to preclude
reduction of wing skin net area. Structural bulkheads and shear plates
were located in the forward missile wells to support the forward
longtrons.
The load factors used in design of the structure were based on
MIL-A-8591D.
no F-4
flight
envelopecarriage,
restrictions
due
"to structural Although
limitations
will aircraft
result from
conformal
the test
aircraft was placazded at 3.6 g vertical load with weapons (unlimited
without weapons). This approach *ras taken to keep a high safety factor
and avoid extensive structural tests.
A rather innovative approach was taken by the Boeing Co. in
manufacturing the adapter to insure proper fit. The Navy provided an
F-4 fuselage hulk from which Boeing made a female mold of the aircraft
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lower surface. This resulted in precise resolution of that surface from
which a steel reinforced plastic replica was cast. This replica vas
then used as a base for development of full-size plaster master molds
Plastic molds
of the conformal carriage adapter external components.
were then made either for casting low shrink concrete stretch form
blocks or for use as fit gages when hand forming bulkheads and fairing
skins. This procedure avoided the normal lengthly l6fting process to
establish mold lines and interface details. All parts were essentially
during the aircraft modification
custom made, some being "made to fit"
process. 'Assembly was accomplished on the aforementioned replica (see
Figure 5) using the ejectors as a spacing tool and allowing for
rearranger.ent of cross beams and panels to establish the selected matrix
Detachable forward fairings for the bluff weapons were
of weapon loads.
also fabricated (see Figure 6).
Modifications to the F-4B itself to accomodate the adapter were
Some form
kept to a minimum for purposes of this flight-demonstration.
of -these modifications are mandatory for an operational system, athoug
the additional changes needed to provide good service and maintenance
features have been identified. That is, all maintenance and service
recuirements for an F-4 conformal carriage system have been tentatively
resolved.
The engine Qil service points were moved to the main landing gear
qell, and the oil lines were spliced into the existing lines in place
of the quick engine change fittings. The LOX fill/vent valve was
moved into the left forErd missile well with tubing lines run to the
LOX converter. The canopy air pressure gages ere moved into the right
forward missile well. The engine air start duct was extended to a
point aft and outboard. The engine auxiliary air doors were replaced
with a set of louvers operated by'the air do0r actuators. These louvers
were linked to flat shutters on the exterior conformal carriage adapter
surface. A new weapons management system was devised and incorporated
into the centerline pylon electrical circuit.
For the actual installation process, the F-hB was rounted'on
jacks. The preassembled conformal carriage adapter was placed on a
cargo loader unit for mating to the F-4B. The entire preassembled
adapter was then raised into position with only the keel beam and a few
structural components already in place. A system ground test was
conducted by the Navy and the F-4B was lowered onto its feet. The flight
from Seattle to NWC took place on 7 July 1972.
WIND TUNNEL PROGRAM
Meanwhile, NSRDC had generated considerable data of a generalized
nature in developing the conformal carriage concept.
However, as a
flight programi began to take shepe, an extensive wind tunnel program was
undertaken to establish the flight and weapon separation characteristics
of the specific F-4/Conformal Carriage configuration. Analysis of these
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data provided justification for flight clear$.ce as well as further
evidence of the potential operational benefits of the concept.
The full subsonic, transonic, supersonic flight regime of the
F-4 aircraft was investigated. _Subsonic and transonic work was performed
in the wind tunnels at NSRDC. Supersonic performance work was conducted
by a combined NSRDC, AFAL, NASA, Boeing Co. crew at NASA Ames. Supersonic weapon separation work was completed at NASA Lewis with a NSRDC/
NASA crew. A noteworthy accomplishment for these separation investigations was NSRDC'.s development of a multiple store release capability.
The device used consists of electrically controlled.pyrotechnic cutters
which can operate on a time delay sequence to release dynamically scaled
models in the desired order. This allowed a simulation of more than one
release per blowdown run as well as providing a means for simulating
full-scale sequential releases.
Specific configurations included all weapons carriage configurations.
Take-off and landing conditions with landing gear .and flaps extended were
also simulated. Subsequent analysis provided an accurate (as was later
proven) assessment of the primary performance and longitudinal stability
flight behavior as well as a good indication of latcral and directional
behavior. This information, along with a thorough structural analysis,
by the Boeing Co., provided the basis for the flight dlearance by the
Naval Air Systems Command. it also provided information for Boeing to
make additional refinements to the adapter external shape.
Although it was not necessary to structure the wind tunnel-and
flight programs ina way as to allow a complete correlation between
them, some comparisons are worth mentioning. Results from the NSRDC
7 x .0 foot transonic wind tunnel showed the drag increments measured
were within the accuracy range of the flight test data for the case of
twelve 14k-82's on the conformal carriage. However, for the bluff
weapon shapes a comparison showed superior performance demonstrated in
flight than was measured in the wind tunnel. Weapon separation
simulated by dynamically scaled models ejected in the wind tunnel was
representative of full scale weapon separation. This included
reproducing oscillations that occurred in flight.
-uch

FLIGHT PROGRAM
The flight program was devLloped around two major demonstrations:
performance and weapon separation. In addition, stability, control and
handling qualities were qualitatively evaluated in conjunction with the
performance flights. Performance was evaluated using subsonic fuel
mileage and supersonic acceleration flight test methods. That is, for
subsonic flight, the fuel mileage was measured in stabilized flight
at two constant 'I/6 conditions (aircraft gross weight/atmospheric
.pressure ratio) of.50,000 pounds and 130,000 pounds. Flying at a
constant w/6 is essentially flying at a constant lift coefficient at a
particular Mach number. The flight altitude for each data point is
determined from the in-flight &oss weight divided by the selected w/6,
4..
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These constant W/6's were selected as representative cruise and
penetration flight conditions. Since fteel mileage measurements are at
best difficult to achieve during supersonic flight, acceleration tests
These were
were performed to obtain data at supersonic speeds.
accomplished using full afterburner, level flight accelerations from a
Mach number of 0.8 to neV-the maximum speed possible, i.e., to the
point of zero excess thrust. The excess thrust can then be computed
from the acceleration time histories. An evaluation of supersonic
performance can be made by comparing levels of excess thrust available
for given flight conditions. Weapon separation data were obtained
primarily from high speed film coverage: from on-board cameras and
from a photo-chase aircraft. A few selected flights were flown on the
rang* at Edwards AFB to provide a quantitative basis for evaluating the
films. A photo panel display was arranged in the F-4 back seat to
record flight and fuel conditions. Additional detnils of the test
procedure and of the following results will be given in References 3
and 4, two other Symposium papers.
The initial series of flight tests consisted of three baseline
performance evaluations which began in May 1972 at MC. The information
obtained on these flights provided a reference base for determining
performance increments and allowed a direct comparison between a
conventional and a conformal arrangement. The first baseline configuration flown was a completely clean F-4, i.e., no weapons, multiple racks,
or parent pylong. Parent pylons were reinstalled, two Triple Ejector
Racks (TER) were installed on wing pylons and one Multiple Ejector Rack
(140) was installed on the centerline pylon. This was flom as the
second baseline configuration. The third baseline configuration added
twelve Mk-82 GP bombs to the multiple racks. All baseline configurotions
were flown at both W/6 conditions. The first (clean) baseline configuration was flown for supersc'nic acceleration.
At this point in the program the F-B was flown to Seattle for
the installation of the conformal carriage adapter and then flown back
to NWC for the remainder of the flight program.'
On'ze the conformal carriage adapter had been installed (see
Figure 4) performance flights were continued. Again, all flight

conditions (both W/6's and supersonic acceleration) were performed.
The overall results indicated that the F-4B with the conformal carriage
adapter in place flew as well as or better than the clean F-4B (no
pylons).
The primary part of the performance flights was flon with twelve
1Mk-82's (Figure 7), nine NSRDC 3.75 bluffs (Figure 8) and nine M-Ul7m6's
being flown for both W/6 conditions and supersonic accelerations.
Additionally, twelve Rockcye II's and a load of six M-82's (two columns,
three rows) were flown at W/6 = 130,000 pounds.
Analysis of data from these flights has effectively substantiated
the perfo..n.ance improvemcnts possible through the conformal carriage
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of external stores. Of greatest significance is the fact that the drag
has been reduced so much that it is possible to fly the F-4 supersonically
with external weapons nearly to the full extent of the flight envelope
of the clean F-4, as represented in the sketch below.

Altitude

Mach Number
Store separation flight testing began at NWC in March 1973. High
speed cameras were carried two each in two wing mounted camera pods and
one on the aircraft nose for the separation tests (see Figare 9).
Single release and ripple salvos were successfully demonstrated for all
four weapon types over the full flight range in both level flight and
dives. One exception to this was the NSRDC 3.75 bluff weapon which,
although showing superior separation and trajectory characteristics
compared to the other weapons in the program, was released up *,o a
maximum Mach nunber of 0.95 in both level flight and dives. The only
reason for the speed limitation was that this boiler plate store was
designed and constructed early in the program when high subsonic speeds
were to be demonstrated by the Navy. It is felt that the separation
behavior of this store at high subsonic speeds will continue to prevail,
supersonically as in the trend shown by the M-117'46. If this holds
true, then serious consideration must be given to the 3.75 bluff starfin shape as a future weapon configuration.
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Weapon separation from the F-4/Conformal Carriage was characterized
by the same uniform, predictable trajectories as experienced in the wind
-"unnel. That is, the separation behavior of all weapons from conformal
carriage is vastly superior to that of weapons from conventional multiple
racks. The reasons for this -xe fairly obvious when comparing the two
flow fields and structures/platforms involved. The flow field for
conformal carriage is quite regular, the only significant deviations from
this being in the vicinity of the fore and aft ramps of the adapter when
weapons overhang these areas. In these cases, pressure and flow
differences lead to weapon pitch unless compensated for (e.g., by
changing the orifice arrangement in the rack, by changing the ramp shape,
or by spoiling the flow in these regions). In addition to the flow field,
there is hardly any compeaison between ejecting a weapon at an angle from
the end of an oscillating beam and jecting a weapon straight doom from
t solidly supported platform. That is, for the conformal carriage the
ejection loads are transmitted fully and consistently to the store and
the store is ejected in the correct direction.
These, statements are borne out from the results of separating
almost 200 weapons, all of them safely, from the F-4/Confoma. Carriage
over a large range of Mach numbers. It is particularly important to note
that this includes al2-.st 100 Mk-82's, notorious for their poor
separation behavior ..
'-en ejected at subsonic speeds using conventional
methods. And these Mk-82's were safely separated in level flight and
dives at high subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers.
It is therefore safe to say that the F-A/Conformal Carriage
fighter/attack aircraft has true supersonic mission performance and
weapons delivery capability.
HANIDLING QUPLITIES
A significant portion of the performance flight test included a
qualitative evaluation of handling qualities which will be treated
separately here. This discussion ic based on pilot commeitary rather
than on "hard" flight data, although quite frequently supported by ind
tunnel rcsults. For the purist this may be inadequate, however, for
others this type of information is the most valuable of all. Four Navy
pilots and one Air Force pilot participated in this program.
Both the F-4 flight manual and wind tunnel results show that
fuselai mounted stores have no effect on the aircraft longitudinal
stability. Conversely, stores mounted on the wing cause a significant
decrease in longitudinal stability. in fact, it is possible, for certain
aft center of gravity locations, to cause an extremely dangerous situation with some store loadings. However, the safe stability for conformal
carriage with stores was adequately demonstrated when the test pilots
entered into both short and long period oscillations with no appreciaole
effects on the clean F-4 by adding conformal carriage and weapons. In
addition, neither were stall characte:istics effected when both high
and low "g" stalls were entered, the stall speed remaining the same.
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It was felt that the stall buffet boundary was slightly increased. Some
airframe buffet occurred at higher speeds caused by flow interaction in
the area of the aft row of M4k-82's. Remembering that this flow region
led to some additional minor trouble during weapon separation, it is
important to consider redesign of the aft fairing area on any future
operational conformal carriage adapter. A peculiar situation did occur
when M-117M6's were carried in conjunction with the two camera pods for
the weapon separation tests. A fairly strong buffet occurred at high
speeds as a result of shock interaction between these pods and the larger
diameter stores. This phenom'encn needs further evaluation, particularly
if it is desired to carry some of the larger, less streamlined gaided
missiles on the wing pylons in conjunction with stores of about 18 inches
in diameter or greater on conformal carriage.
Roll response differences were quite significant with the stores
concentrated near the roll axis for conformal carriage. In fact roll
response with conformal carriage and weapons is also quite similar to
the clean F-4 (the F-4 fighter). This extrapolates into a combat
situation quite favorably, particularly when considering the degradation
in roll response when approcahing a target with a full load of weapons
on wing mounted multiple racks.
Yaw stability seemed to increase with a loaded F-4/Conformal
Carriage aircraft. This is somewhat logical if one considers the
adapter and weapons as simply a lower extension of the fuselage. This
has an advant ge in combat, as indicated by the pilots on simulated dive
bomb tracking runs. That is, target alignment is more easily maintained.
This is quite important since any misalignments are qaite difficult to
correct without some means of direct side f(,'ce control (such as can be
produced by reaction jets or differentially deflected horizontal canards).
Also of interest were the results of doing low speed high angle
of attack rudder reversals with F-4/Conformal Cai'riage. Roll due to
side slip was increased with an accompanying decrease in adverse yaw
due to roll when compared to the clean F-4. Again, extrapolating to a
combat situation, it is quite significant that the F-11 is not hankered
but slightly improved by the presence of the conformal carriage adapter
when performing an evasive manuever. That is the configuration
representative of departure from the target area after the weapons load
has been delivered.
Based on the foregoing qualitative analysis it can be at least
anticipated that a conformal carriage system installed on an F-4
aircraft can in fact enhance that aircraft's handling qualities to the
extent of greatly improvirg, the combat capoility in the attack role.
Range and speed performance have certainly been improved for an attack
configuration both to and from the target. But also important is the
agility of the aircraft particularly in situations requiring evasive
manuever and offensive action.
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FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
This Conformal Carriage Flight Demonstration Program was j1ist that
a demxonstration of the effectiveness and potential of a new technology.
Although it was not intended to evaluate operational situations -. thin
the scope of this program, much thought to the future has been given by
all those involved.
-

Additional weapon loads particularly with weapcn mixes need to
be evaluated. Carriage of guided weapons is possible but more work
remains. Air-to-air weapons must be included although they, in general,
represent less of a problem. Some attention needs to be given to the
aforementioned buffet occurance for certain store load situations at

high speeds.
An ejector rack is needed for conformal carriage which
some of the undesirable features of the LODE 14A rack (when applied to
conformal carriage). Considerations of access during weapon loading,
arming wire hookup, ejector cartridge installation and removal, and
mechanical release and emergency jettison of installed weapons are most
imortant. Additional considerations for more efficient ground handling
and loading are required,. It is proposed herein that the best arrangement is a permanently attached adapter structure/fairing with modular
pallet inserts ('one for each weapons row) which contain ejector racks
and their associated structure. This allows for considerable flexibility
and convenience. For instance, relatively small pallets would be involved
which can be preloaded. Some or all of these could be replaced by
detachable fuel tanks, gun packages, electronics suits, etc. as the
mission required with a minimal penalty (if any) being paid (remembering
that no one is about to fly the clean F-4 baseline aircraft into combat).
Above all, the necessary effort now required is to assimilate the
data and experience from this program to establish the best possible
approach and design for an operational adapter, i.e., a fleet retrofit
to the '-4 aircraft, be it Air Force or Navy. Much more has been proven
and lear'ed. It has been shown that the F-A aircraft need not be
hampered when used in the air-to-ground role - in fact, it can be a
fighter/attack aircraft in the true sense of the word (our first?).
CONCLUSIONS
The concept of conformal carriage has been successfully
demonstrated. The approach taken by integrating analytical, wind tunnel,
and full-scale flight efforts was an effective one. Although this
program certainly had its share of problems, the overall program and its
sLccess was outstanding with a good balance of effort. However, it is
most important to consider the future application of conformal carriage
techrnology and the potential it holds.
Conformal carriage must be seriously considered ^or any future
attick or fighter/attack weapon system.
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* Conformal carriage applie' to the F-4 aircraft results in an
exceptionally effective "here axnd now" weapon system for the combined
air-to-groand/air-to-air role.
Performance benefits are greatest in the most difficult flight
regimes, i.e., at low altitudes and high transonic Mach numbers.
e The bluff weapon has emerged as an unusually effective freefall weapon, both in its carriage efficiency, and in its superior
separation and trajectory characteristics.
a
better.

This was a demonstration

-

the operational design will be even
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EPILOGUE
The true hero of this story is F-4B 148371, the 8th F-4B off the
line and, while it was flying, the oldest active F-4 in the Navy. It
was flown to NATC Patuxent in May 1973, with a cracked wing spar, to be
stricken. In spite of its condition, old 148371 became the most sought
after F-4 in the Naay. But Captain Jim Foster (OP506) kept his word,
and F-4B 148371 now resides at NSRDC in its fully operable conformal
carriage attire where it serves both as a taigible memorial to an
outstanding advance in technology, as a static-test bed for check
loading the weapon systems of the future - and as a testimonial to
interservice cooperation, because the U. S. Army's 355th Heavy Helo
Company at Ft. Eustis completed the tri-service loop and made the plan
a reality.
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WEAPON CONFIGURED VEHICLE DESIGN
FOR ADVANCED TACTICAL AIRCRAFT
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ABSTRACT. (U) Future survival in tactical fighter ccmbat
will require efficient weapon carriage and delivery at supersonic speeds. Conversely, effectiveness in various operatin5
environments requires advanced tactical aircraft to possess
mission flexibility comparable to current fighters, but with
improved handling qualities when carrying heavy overloads.
Two weapon carriage concepts exist that may be incorporated
into new fighter designs to resolve these conflicting goals.
Advanced concepts of MER/TER type carriage possess adequate
flexibility and, if properly integrated into aircraft design
at the start, might provide good supersonic capability. The
other concept with potential is conformal carriage, applying
to tangent, tandem arrangement of external stores on the body
of an aircraft in a low drag configuration.
This paper presents weapon configured vehicle design
features resulting from a study undertaken to investigate
the relative merits of IntegratedConformal Carriage and
Advanced MER/TER Weapon Carriage when integrated into
advanced tactical aircraft. The study was accomplished by
configuring two airplanes for an identical design mission,
each with different weapon suspension systems.(conformal
carriage and MER/TER carriage). Comparisons are made to
assess the effect of the weapon suspension method.on
airframe design parameters and airplane performance.

Approved for Public Release; Distribution Unlimited
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INTRODUCTION
Future survival in tactical fighter combat will benefit
from efficient weapon carriage and delivery at supersonic
speeds. Conversely, effectiveness in various operating
environments requires advanced tactical aircraft to possess
mission flexibility comparable to current fighters, but with

improved handling qualities when carrying heavy overloads.
Two weapon carriage concepts exist that may be incorporated
into new fighter designs to resolve these conflicting goals.
Advanced concepts of MER/TER type carriage possess adequate
flexibility and, if properly integrated into aircraft design
at the start, might provide good supersonic capability. The
other concept with potential is conformal carriage, applying
to tangent, tandem arrangement of external stores on the
body of an aircraft in a low drag configuration.
This paper presents weapon configured vehicle design
feature- resulting from a USAF-sponsored study undertaken
to investigate the relative merits-of Integrated Conformal
Carriage and Advanced MER/TER Weapon Carriage when designed
into advanced tactical aircraft. The USAF manager was
Mr. R.K. Mills, Chief, Concepts Division, Directorate of
Development Plans, Armament Development Test Center, Eglin
AFB. The study was accomplished by configuring two airplanes for an identical design mission, each with different
weapon suspension systems (confokmal carriage and MER/TER
carr.age). Comparisons were made to assess the effect of
the weapon suspension method on airframe design parameters.
BODY
ADVANCED MER/TER DESIGI APPROACH. An advanced aircraft
configured at design outset for MER/TER carriage of
weapon loads as well as design mission loads, is shown in
Figure 1. Specific design features have been incorporated
to achieve maximum airplane performance while providing
weapon installation flexibility and good weapon separation.
The unique feature of the aircraft is the canard or
tail forward arrangement. The heavy weapon load requirements drove the configuration design in two ways:
o

Pylon mounted stores must be located near the
aircraft center of gravity for a stable release
platform and minimum influence on directional
stability, and

0

Pylon mounted stores must be outside the wing flow
field.
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Thus, the pylons extend well forward and below the wing
with the weapon package center of gravity very near the
aircraft center of gravity.
A straight wing was selected to minimize the cross flow
between the pylon mounted weapons. The low wing configuration was selected to minimize interference drag
between the weapons and the fuselage.
The engine location was driven by the nozzle spacing
for minimum interference drag. The resulting engine
installation influences the shape of the aft body.
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Wing loading and thrust loading were selected on the
basis of transonic performance providng a survival capability
and defensive air to air capability with a full load of
weapons. The aircraft is shown in combat configuration in
Figure 2. The payload is the BLU-58 bluff munition.
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Figure 2: Combac Configuration-Advanced MER/TER Aircraft
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INTEGRATED CONFORMAL CARRIAGE DESIGN APPROACH. An
advanced aircraft configured at design outset for body
mounted tangent, tandem store carriage (conformal carriage)
is shown in Figure 3.
Integration of the weapon suspension into the body
structure provides complete loading flexibility in a low
drag configuration, good weapon release flow field, a
minimum of add-on suspension equipment and freedom of
vehicle configuration that produces a superior supersonic
performance capability.
The unique feature of the aircraft is tailless variable
sweep. Body mounting the we'apons permits the variable
sweep choice - proven for supersonic performance.
Weapon physical characteristics were found to have a
strong influence on this aircraft configuration particularly the large finned stand-off glide weapons. A
requirement to carry four of these munitions was accommodated
by a corner mount solution for low drag aircraft performance.
This weapon integration requirement drives the body,
wing, landing'gear and inlet geometry. Thus, weapon
geometry and quantities specified at design outset will
dictate desiqn choices.
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The aircraft has been performance sized to compete
and defensive air to air capability with a full load of
weapns.Theaircraft is shown in its combat configuration
in Figure 4

-again

with the BLU-58 bluff munition.

Figure 4: combat Configuration-Conformal Carriage Aircraft
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COMPARISON OF DESIGN RESULTS. The two weapon configured
vehicles were intended to be different wherever differences
would show a benefit to carriage of heavy loads and Still
provide good supersonic performance with the design load.
Design differences in five subsystems are summarized as
follows:
Weapon Suspension Structure - Figure 5. The weight increments compared include only the internal hard points and
all pylons required. Pylon weights plus structural weight
for wing and body hard points contribute 720 lbs. for
heavy load air-to-ground capability on the MER/TER vehicle
concept. The same capability when integrated into the body
structure of the conformal carriage concept contributes
600 lbs. for rails and provisions - this is additional to
a "minimum" body structure weight.
The MER/TER pylons (approx. 620 lbs.) can be removed
for the design mission. The weight for carriage integration
in the conformal carriage concept cannot be removed.

MER/TERDESIGH

Wah

_

S720 Lb Nord Points and

_

_

_

_

-IT
CONFORMAL CARRIAGE-DESIGN

600 Ls.Rails and Ptowhioni
Figure5:

,_,

Effect of Weapon Carriage on Vehicle Design:Support Structures
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Landing Gear - Figure 6. The MER/TER solution follows the
classical approach of simple straight forward design to fit
into the side body ahead of the wing front spar and well
clear of pylon mounted stores. MER ejection clearance
envelopes between centerline and inboard wing stations
provide ample clearance for the forard retracting gear.
This design represents a minimum weight main gear.
Main landing gear design for conformal carriage was
developed around different requirements that add complexity
and weight. The MK-84L, guided muni-tion without folding
fins, represents a worst case and a design challenge best
met by fuselage corner mounting. Capability for four large
finned weapons, twin tandem - corner mounted, was incorporated
in the conformal carriage concept as a requirement for
mission loading flexibility. This decision resulted in two
major design features, the high wing location for weapon
fin clearance and the long wide spread landing gear. A
tandem gear design was considered and rejected as being
too restrictive for other weapon loadings on the underbody.
The 310 lb6 additional weight was accepted as the best
trade for full body load capability.

MER/TER DESIGN
Shoit & SimpI_

AWeight
1640 LbsI"

1 50 Lbt

CONFORMAL
%'RRIAGE DESIGN
Long & Complix

Figure 6:

Effect of Weapon Carriage on Vehikle flesign:Landing Gear
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Wing and Controls Design - Figure 7. Wing geometry was an
early selection for both concepts. The straight wing for
MER/TER was selected to tailor the total vehicle for best
weapon flow field and longitudinal stability with PER and
TER pylon carriage. The resulting canard arrangement
provides ample control with positive longitudinal stability.
The weight contribution Shown does not include an uncertain
penalty for wing flutter on the MER/TER airplane.
The conformal carriage concept could have incorporated
a fixed sweep wing and tail. However, variable sweep was
selected because of superior aerodynamic performance - both
subsonic and supersonic - because the body weapons carriage
allows such design freedom while eliminating any concern
for development of pivoting wing pylons.
Active controls show up to full advantage in the
variable sweep tailless arrangement evolved for Integrated
Conformal Carriage. The basic control concept employs rapid
variable sweep to minimize the static margin around neutral
plus thrust vectoring by two dimensional nozzles to augment
pitch control derived from wing tip elevons. This combination is approximately 1380 lbs. heavier than the MER/TER
combination and therefore must show superior performance
to produce a competitive solution.

A weight

3820 Lbs

Fiqure 7:

Effect of Weapon Carriage on Vehicle DesignWing & Contros Design
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Inlet Geometry- Figure 8. Two variations of the same basic
inlet were evolved. The MER/TER weapon carriage concept
allowed a shorter inlet system. A longer inlet diffuser
was incorporated into the conformal carriage concept to
proviide a good nose wheel installation and to place inlet
shock flow ahead of all weapons. By this arrangement all
weapons lay inside the supersonic shock flow produced by
the aircraft nose. The weight penalty of approximately
130 lbs. was accepted as the best compromise for design
integration.

MER/TER DESIGN

I

II

CONFORMAL CARRIAGE DESIGN

Figure 8:

Effect of Weapon Carriage.,n Vehicle Design'Inlef Geometry
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System'Access -Figure 9. Any new vehicle design must
include system access as part of weapon/airframe integration.
In the case of Integrated Conformal Carriage, new considerations are added. While classical MER/TER arrangements
utilize the fuselage lower body for system and engine access,
conformal carriage requires the underbody to be dedicated
to
weapon
suspension.
Studies
of this
have shown
if considered
early.
access canbe
very
good problem
that
side body
The conformal carriage installation employs side access for
engine accessory replacement as well as engine change. This
solution allows weapon carriage structure to occupy the
lower body space normally used for engine accessories. The
tailless arrangement contributes to the minimum weight
penalty of this approach because tail loads are symmetrical due only to thrust vectoring.

SoetRuns

MER/TER DESIGN
Figure 9:

CONFORMAL CARRIAGE DESIGN

Effect of Weapon Carriage on Vehicle Design.Sys tm Access
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fly
DESIGN FEATURE CONCLUSIONS.
o

Conformal Carriage airplane weighs 8% more
than the MER/TER airplane.

o

Large finned weapons have greater integration
impact on Conformal Carriage airplane.

O

Both airplanes have mixed store loading
flexibility - this was a design goal.

o
0

Body mounted stores permit more freedom of
wing and control system options.

MISSIONPERFORMbANCE COMPARISONS. The final evaluation of the
two optionaT weapon suspension systems lies in the effect on
the airplane's -performance.
The design choices-discussed previously resulted in a
Conformal Carriae -configuration which was 8% heavier. The
performance comparisons were made at equal gross weights
for the two airplanes; therefore, the Conformal Carriage
airplane carried 81 less fuel on all missions.
design mission used
[numberThepenetration
mission.

is a mid-altitude, high Mach

Comparison of the MER/TER and Conformal Carriage
airplanes on this mission, Figure 10, show that the
Conformal Carriage vehicle has a 23% greater mission radius
than the MER/TER vehicle with 8% less fuel. This difference
increased to 30% using 600 gallons of external fuel on each
aircraft.

RADIUS

I

INguRNAL

IN
EXTFU[

Dao

FUEL ONLY
RADIUS

MISSION RADIUS--

Figure 10: Design Mission Performance Co~mparison
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When looking at two heavy weapn loads which are of
particular interest (desiguied as loads 1-2 and 1-5) a
clear advantage of the conformal method of weapon carriage
occurs in terms of range and penetration speed.
Mission 1-2 weapon loads for both airplanes are equal
numbers of AGM-65 (Maverick) missiles. Figure 11
illustrates total mission radius as a function of
penetration Mach number. The examples shown on this
figure show penetration speed increases in a 10-13% range
for the Conformal Carriage vehicle, depending on mission
cruise altitude.

HIGH ALTITUDE

LOWALTITUDE
CONFOR.MAL
CARRIAGE

TOTAL

CONFORMAL
CARRIAGE

MISSION
TOTAL

lmlON

RADIUS

AADIUS

t

INTERMEDIATE
ThRUST

INTERMfDATE'

MACH

4L-

MACH NO.-

.i-

Figure 11: Mission 1-2 Radius Comuparison
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Mission 1-5' weapon loads for both airplanes are
equal numbers of high-density BLU-58 bluff shapee.
munitions. These maximum mission loads were shown on
previous Figures 2 and 4. Figure 12 also shows peneatration speed increases in a 9-12% range for the Conformal
Carriage vehicle, depending on mission cruise altitude.

LOW ALTITUDIE

NII ALTITUDE

CONFORMAL

CONFOIAL

CARRIAGE
12% FASTE3

CARRIAGE
-IFASTER

TOTAL
MISSION
RADIUS

-TOTAL
M10IO131001
RAOIUS-

MACH NO.-

_

MACN NO.--

Figure 12: Mission 1-5 Radius Comparison
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SUMMARY

The ,weapons considered for integration on the two
advanced aircraft favored the MER/TER configuration since
all the weapons themselves were designed to be carried on
wing mounted MER and TER suspension systems. Despite that

constraint, the Conformal Carriage configured Airplane
turned out to haVe superior performance in terms of
penetration speed, combat agility, range and weapon
loading flexibility.
The performance dIfferences would be much larger if
tha weapons considered were tailored for tangent, tandem
i:ounting. Weapon design will have a significant impact
on airframe design choices 'as previously discussed.
If conformal carriage of weapons provides such
significant aircraft performance improvements, why shouldn't
it be adopted as the standard method of weapon suspension
on all future aircraft?
Such a commitment faces many hurdles, some of which
are hardware and some of which are organizational.
The practical hardware orientated hurdles include:
o

The existing inventory of weapons.

o

Commonality of YER's and TER's with other
existing aircraft.

o

Existing ground support equipment.

The organizatioral hurdle includes:
o

Weapons and airframes being designed by separated
organizations with limited communication both in government and industry.

Past USAF studies with stated high "q" penetration
and weapon delivery requirements have rerulted in aircraft
and internal weapon bays and gross weights approaching
100,000 pounds. Separation of weapons .rom the weapon bays
at high "q" conditions ishighly questionable.
Conversely, the emerging technology of conformal
carriage has demonstrated clean, safe, separation in actual
flight test at speeds in excess of Mach 1.5.
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Incorporation of the conformal carriage technology
into future tacticaIl aircraft will be a necessity for
survival in the sophisticated defense environment of the
1980's. it will not be an easy road. Difficult organizational decisions will be required and will have to be
defended. The payoff will be an integrated airframe/weapon
system capable of high "q" penetration and weapon delivery,
no larger than current tactical aircraft such as the F-4.

4j,
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LARGE C.fUSTER WEAPON FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION
FLIGHT TEST
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ABSTRACT. (U)
The clustering of high density weapons offers a new
method for weapons carriage/release on current attack aircraft. The
Large Cluster concept provides a more efficient, lower captive drag
external weapons carriage system which can also be used as an interim
system for carrying high density modular weapons. Analytical and
experimental studies were verified in a flight test program designed
to demonstrate the feasibility of such a large cluster system.
The configuration selected for the flight test vehicles was based
on aircraft compatibility and carrie compatibility studies, wind tunnel
static and dynamic stability tests, and on iind tunnel dynamic store
separation tests. The flight test program consisted of six drops from
the centerline station of an A-4 aircraft. Trajectory, drag, aircraft/
store separation, and ground impact pattern data were obtained.
The flight tests successfully demonstrated the feasibility of the
use of a canisterized approach to clustering and carrying high density
bluff munitions.
Good agreement between wind tunnel and flight test
data was obtained.

Approved for public release:
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INTRODUCTION

The large cluster free-fall -waponconcept was originally
fcrmulated to prov-ide a method of external carriage of airborne
muntions in an aerodynamically more efficient manner than existing
methods using MER and TER racks. The Aviation and Surface Effects
Department (ASED) at the Naval Ship Research and Development Center
becaie interesLed in 1967 in improving the separation and captive drag
characteri stics of mulitple munitions cairiage. Accordingly, an inhouse program under ind3penident Research/Ind.pendent Eploratory
Development fAmding was initiated the same year with the goal of
exploring concepts for pylon mounting the equivalent of a load of
k~-82 weapons or, a Multiple Ejector Rack but ith lower cL; tive drag
and improved separation.
it soon bemme evident that some iype of clustered appyopch wouDd
be necessary to obtain a good streamlined package. Numerous methods
of submuition deployment and arr ezgements (i.e., shapes and packdging)
wer- examined in detail, The result was +wo cluster concepts utilizing
different deployment methods,. One was for a dispenser m-hich, after
sepaation from the aircraft would eject the subweapcns radially
outward from the flight path. This method was referred to as lateral
deployment. The other method was for a longitudinal deployment scheme,
where the subweapons would be extracted from the rear end of the
dispenser, one at a time, by a small drogue uhute attached to each
subweapon. Studies, -n'clung some small scale wind tunnel tests, were
perfozmed on numerous subweapon shapes.
Compatibility studies, both
for aircraft and carrier interfaces, established a maximum practical
size for the cluster. The length constraint was imposed by the bomb
elevator dimensions aboard the carrier and the diameter constraint was
imposed by compatability with the A-4 aircraft. Further studieO showed
that optimum ,eights ,ere in the 2000 and 3500 pound classes to maximize
the possible weapons loads of current operational Navy combat aircraft.
Performance studies, using estimated values of drag area for the cluster,
showed that improvements in nission radius of fifteen to twenty percent
vere obtainable with the same aircxaft carrying the large cluster as
opposed to carrying an equivalent load of Mk-82's on MER's.
In "liscalYear 1969, ASED received funding under NATIR sponsorship
to continue and refine the concept. At this point, sufficient information was available to make a decision to eliminate the lateral

1, Strachan, Brian C. Preliminary Stability Studies of Shapes Suitable
for High Density, Clustered Packaging. Aerodynamic Lab. Tech Note AL80. Naval Ship Research and Development Center, Nov 1968.
2. Nichols, James {. Big Stick Compatability Study. Part l: Weights.
Aerodynamics Lab. Tech Note AL-.O. I '1val Ship Research and Developi.ent
Center, Apr 1969.
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deployment scheme because a linear subweapon pattern was preferred to
a circular one and because of the requirement for folding stabilizing
devices for the subweapons which would add to the complexity and cost.
Furthermore, the longitudinal method was being successfully used in the
Fuel/Air Explosive (FAE) Weapon although for lower density an. fewer
subweapons. It was also decided that the longitudinal deployment method
wouuld be demonstrated by a full scale flight test. The current qoncept
became known as BIG STICK.

1!

This paper will discuss some of the development work leading up to
the flight tests and the results of the flight tests.
DESCRIPTION

if:

The large cluster weapon is comprised of six subweapons arrang,-d
in a tandem cluster in a cylindrical dispenser as shown in Figure 1.
The overall !-..th is 164.1 indhes, close to the maximum length of 165
inches required by carrier bomb elevators as stated previously.
Allowing for a suitable nose fairing and room for forward and aft
dispenser stut
a, a length of 150 inches remained for the subweapons.
Since six subweapons were desired, the length of each subweapon had to
be 25 inches. A 16 inch diameter was required to obtain sufficient
volume in each subweapon for a 500 pound-class warhead based on the
density of H.E. The subweapon weight for these flight tests was 485
pounds using concrete fill.

------------------------------------------------

---------

-

-

- - - - - -- - - -

Dispenser

-

Weight =
Length =
Diameter
Fin Span

Subweapon

3801b.
164.1 in,
= 18.2 in.
= 32.2 in.

Weight =
Length =
Diameter
Number =

485 b.
25 in.
= 16 in.
6

Total Weight = 3290 lb.
Figure 1 - Big Stick Cluster Weapon

The dispenser had to be slightly over 18 inches in diameter to
provide room for adequate structure to carry the flight loads and to
provide a system of rollers or conveyors to facilitate subweapon loading
and extraction. As such, the dispenser weighed 380 pounds.
The all up
weight of the system with six 485 pound subweapons is 3290 pounds.
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Deployment of the subweapons is by a small drogue chute attached
to the aft end of each subweapon. The chutes were designed by Code 030
of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory for a terminal velocity of 350 feet
per second with a 500 pound load. The resulting design was a two foot
diameter cross parachute. With a '485 pound load, the terminal velocity
is about 328 ft/see as shown by flight -test data in Figure 2.
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Subweapon Velocity Profile

The dispenser structural design was based on loads calculated
using MIL-A-8591. Since this was only a feasibility demonstration
program, the structural design was not optimized. Planned drops were
to be from straight and level flight so that a 2 g flight envelope
was judged sufficient for the store. Loads were estimated for 3.5 g
and the dispenser designed accordingly. The dispenser was then static
tested to 3 g and the flight envelope restricted to 2 g to provide an
adequate safety margin.
dispensers were constructed by the Naval Aerospace Recovery
(NAPR), El Centro, California. The structural arrangement is
inch thick
Figu-e 3. The dispenser is constructed of a
tube 17.7 inches in outside diameter by 50 inches long.
over this and butting at the center are two similar 18.2
rails,
tubes. are
Six evenly
roller spaced
thick
aluminum
outsidefrom
diameter,
inch
channel
sections,
extruded inch
aluminum
fabricated

The
Facility
shown in
aluminum
*Telescoped
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inch
Pround the inside of the cylinder and are used to stiffen the
Tangential loads are carried
skin as well as to convey the subweapons.
by the skin and by two structural rings to which the skin is bolted.
Other tangential loads are carried by the aluminum bulkhead at the
forward end of the cylinder and by the specially shapel ring at the aft
end.
This structure has proven quite satisfactory in its simplicity,
light weight, and strength. No deflections in the bending mode could
be measured in the 3 g static test. It is felt that much higher loads
could have been withstood, however, further loading was avoided since
all dispensers were needed for the flight tests.
The subvreapois were fabricated from standard 16 inch diameter
One inch thick steel plates
steel pipe of 3/8 inch wall thickness.
were welded in the aft end of each subweapon and a similar steel plate
was bolted in the forward end. The aft plate is recessed about 1 3/8
inches to provide a space for the drogue chute pack. The subweapons
were filled with concrete of proper density to bring the weight up to
485 pounds each. Subweapon details are shown in Figure 4.

Parachute
+

-Pack

16.0

Inin.

-- Concrete

thick steel
case

Figure 4

-

Subweapon Details

Operationally, Big Stick works in the sequence shown, in Figure 5.
1. The store is ejected from the aircraft.
2. After a pre-selected time period, the door at the aft end of
the dispenser is blown away and pulls the deployment bag from the first
drogue chute.
3, The drogue chute inflates and pulls the first subweapon from
subweapon is the
the dispenser.
Attached to the front of the first
4eployment bag for the second drogue chute. This bag is removed as
the first sub'aeapon is pulled aeay from the dispenser.
4. The second drogue 6i. t lmf •ates and pulls out the second
subweapon which, in turn, pull., tTh= deployment ba., from the third drogue
chute.
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5. The sequence ii repeated until six subweapons have been
deployed.
Both the fearibiiity demonstration vehicle and the operational
Big Stick operate ., the above sequence. The primary difference is in
the method of arming and deploying the door on the dispenser. The
operational Big Stick would employ a fuse in the nose to detonate a
flexible linear shaped charge located in a marhined groove around the
circumference of the door. The linear charge would shear the dispenser
skin forward of the bolts holding the door and propel it aft from the
dispenser. Each subweapon could also he-,e the ability to split
longitudinally and deploy the bomblets which comprise the. subweapon
warhead. The weapon could also be used as a single 3000 pound bomb.
In the interest of saving time and cost, the demonstration vehicle
made use of a simple door deployment scheme developed by NARF. This
device uses standard ejector cartridges tc deploy the door and therefore
did not require a special clearance for airborne ordnance.
STABI LITY AID SEPARATION TESTS
FIN CONFIGURATION
it was desired to have a stable vehicle with good damping
characteristics to insxwe good aircraft/store separation and to provide
a stable platform from which to extract the subweapons.
Several
different fin configurations were examined in a dynamic stability test
ronducted in the NSRDC 7 x 10 foot transonic wind tunnel. A 0.242
scale model of the Big Stick vehicle was use&. Tests were conducted
with each fin planform shape using four and six fins equally spaced
about the aft end of the dispenser. The fixed geometry configurations
are shown in Figure 6. Results from the tests on these configurations
are shown in Figure 7.
~
m
6C
The static stability derivative -- - and the dynamic stability
derivative

++

P

iihere
V

C

=

pitching moment coefficient

m
a= angle of attack
b=

6 time
= reference length (ft)
v = free-stream velocity (ft/sec)
are shown plotted against angle of attack with Mach number as a parameter.
The data showd that only configurations 1 and 2 vith six fins are both
statically and dynamically stable over a large range of a. Configuration 1 was selected since it provided the des'red stability charsteristics and did not add to the overall length of the dispenser as did
configuration 2.
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Big Stick O.2112 Scale Dynamic Test Wind Tunnel Model
with Three Fin Configurations

Some folding fin arrangemepts were tested which gave satisfactory
stability characteristics with only four fins but these were rejected
because of the additional mechanical complexity involved in unfolding
the fins after separation of the store from the aircraft.
The flight tests have sho,'m this fin arrangement to provide a
very stable dispenser. Virtually no oscillation can be detected from
the film coverage of the flight tests.
DYNAMIC SEPARATION TESTS
To insure safe store separation, dynamic separation tests of a
ten percent scale Big Stick model from a ten percent scale A-4E aircraft
model were performed in the NSRDC 8 x 10 foot subsonic wind tunnel. The
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(b) Fin Configuration No. 2
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(c) Fin Configuration No. 3
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Big Stick model was scaled for geometry, weight, and moment of inertia.
An ejection force was applied to the model store at release to simulate
ejection velocity obtainable wth the Aero-7A rack. The aircraft angle
of attack was adjusted for equilibrium flight for a weight of 22000
pounds. Runs simulating launch velocities of 200, 300, 400, and 475
knots were made, All separations were very smooth and unspectacu1lar
as exemplified by the 475 knot drop shown in Figure 8.

rLIGHT

TESTS

OriginaLly, four test drops were planned for the Spring of 1972 to
demonstrate the concept. The first two drops had identical launch
conditions to get some check of the aircraft/weapon separation, subweapon deployment, and trajectory reneatability. Vehicles three and
four were to be launched from difierent altitudes and velocities to
determine their effects on the subweapon ip~ct distances.

Flight tests were conducted at NARF in M&;; and June 1972. The
nominal launch conditions for drops 1 and 2 were to be a velocity of
400 knots, an altitude of 5000 feet, and level flight. The actual
conditions for the first drop were an aircraft velocity of 423 knots,
an altitude of 5375 feet and a climb angle of 1 degree. Actual
conditions for the second drop were an aircraft velocity of 430 knots,
an altitude of 5472 feet and a dive angle of 1.2 degrees. In each case,
the door deployed 3/4 second after launch. The weapon vas launched from
the centerline station of the A-4C aircraft. Weapon separation from
the aircraft was the same as predicted by the dynamic model drop tests
conducted in the wind tunnel. All subweapons deployed as expected.
Trajectory information was obtained for the first subweapon on the
first drop and for the dispenser on the second drop.
On drops number three and four, the explosive device which deploys
the dispenser door did not arm upon separation from the aircraft due
to the lanyard breaking during flight. Because the door was not bziovn
off, there was no subweapon deployment and trajectory data for the
3290 pound Big Stick was obtained the hard way.
Two additional vehicles were constructed the following year. Tests
were conducted in June this year at 1AF. On drop number five the
lanyard on the first parachute failed and separated as the chute inflated.
Therefore, again the subweapons did not deploy. On drop number six, the
Big Stick separated from the A-4 and deployed all the subweapons as
planned; however, it was prematurely launched three minutes from the
drop zone so that it was out of range of the ground data acquisition
equipment. Some air-to-air photo coverage was obtained by the chase
plane, however; and the subweapon ground impact pattern was obtained by
a ground survey. The launch conditions were an aircraft velocity of
280 knots and an altitude of 5000 feet. The aircraft was in a 25 degree
left bank. Door deployment was ten seconds after release.
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RESULTS
TRAJECTORIES
The trajectories of the subwa.aon and dispenser from the first two
tests are shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows the grou" impact pattern
obtained from drops one, two, and six. The lower velocity and delayed
door deployment on vehicle number six significantly reduced the subweapon pattern length.
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acquisition ecjuiprnent at the IZaval Aerospace Recovery Faci]ity
permitted only one object to be tracked. It was Therefcre necessary to
calculate
conditions the
trajectories
included
of the angle,
remaining
the velocity,
subweapons.
y
altitude,
and time of d1eo01nt
-Known-boundaz

of each subweapon fom the dispenser. The drag area of the dispe.scr
and
of the drogue chute-subweapon syste was. available
30
from the light tes=0..

~The drag area for the dispenser was 0.601 squiare feet.
!

~because
.
-

~~point

A constant value of drag area was not obtained for the subweapon
of oscillatino A plot of drag area vs. time is shown in~
Figure Ii. A simple arithmetic average and an RMB average were calculated and each of' these values Were used in a six degree of freedom
trajectory
program to
which value would most closely
match mass
the actual
trajectory.
The see
calculated
and actual

trajectories
shown
Daate in Figure 2i. A comparison shows that the arithmetic
average
gives the best results.
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Figure 13 shows actual and calculated trajectories for the empty
dispenser. By using the proper value of drag area, the dispenser and
subweapon trajectories could be calcalated quite accurately. This
established a high degree of confidence in. the accuracy of the calculated
trajectories of the other subweapons.
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Comparison of Dispenser Actual and
Computed Trajectories

Using the measured aircraft velocity and altitude and actual weapon
weights and drag areas, the trajectories of each of the subweapons were
then calculated. These are shown in Figure 14 for drop number one and
in Figure 15 for drop number two. Comparison of the trajectories in the
two figures shows that the repeatability is good. The small differences

are due to the slight differences in launch conditionC.
A similar technique was used to fill in some of the missing gaps
of data from drop number six. The aircraft speed and altitude were
known as were the subweapon impact points relative to one another.

It

was then necessary only to iterate the time intervals between each
subweapon deployment from the dispenser until a set of values was found
which caused the calculated impact pattern to match that measured in
the test. Drag data from the first two tests were used. Figure 16
shows the calculated trajectories and the measured impact points for

drop number six.
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STORE SEPARATION
Figure 17 sho'z the Big Stick being ejected from the centerline
station of the A-4 aircraft. It is graphically evident that the
separation characteristics of this store are quite good. Examination
of Figure 8 and Figure .7 gives a visual comparison of the agreement
between the wind tunnel separation tests and the full scale flight test.
In a qualitative sense, the agreement between the model scale and full
scale tests is very good.
LAUNCH PARAMETERS
A short study was undertaken to determine the effects of launch
parameters, i.e.., velocity, altitude, dive angle, and door delay, on
the subweapon inpact pattern. Figure 18 shows the effects of velocity
and alitude for dive angles of 0, and 20 degrees. Figure 19 shows the
effect of dive angles of 0 and 20 degrees. Velocity and dive angle
affect subweapon impact separation distance to a much greater extent
than does altitude. The effect of door delay is the sasmie as that of
dive angle
To show the potential versatili.ty of the weapon, two lofted
trajectories were calculated. These are shown in Figure 20. Figure
20 (a) has a door deployment 3.0 seconds after launch so that the
subweapons are deployed uhile the dispenser is still climbing. Figure
20 (b) shows a 30.0 second door delay so that the subweapons are
deployed at about a 35 degree dive angle and 17000 feet downr.ange.
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(b) 30 Second Door Delay
AIRCRAFT PERFOP4ANCE
A goal of this program was to reduce the captive drag of externally
carried ordnance end thereby increase aircraft mission radius.
'sing
values of drag for Big Stick measured from the flight tests and adding
interference penalties for carriage aboard the aircraft, the performance
of three aircraft, the A-4F, A-'A and F-4J were calculated for the close
air support mission to determine how well the goal was attained. Mission radii were calculated for approximately equal loads of Mk-82's
on MER's and Big Stick on each aircraft. The increase in mission radius
ranges from 16.2 percent for the A-7 aircraft to 35.5 percent for the
F-4 aircraft. These increases are the result of lower captive drag for
the Big Stick on the outbound flight and of the absence of MER drag on
the return flight. These results are shown in Figure 21.
CONCLUSIONS
It is concluded that
1. The Big Stick concept has excellent separation characteristics
over a wide range of velocities.
2. Captive drag is significantly reduced over that of conventional
carriage. Increases in mission radius of as much as 35 percent for the
F-4J aircraft have been established.
3. Launch conditions, i.e., dive angle, velocity, altitude, and
dispenser door delay time can be used to control subweapon impact
patterns.
4. High density, clustered weapons can be packaged in an
aerodynamically efficient package, safely ejected from the aircraft,
and successfully deployed from the dispenser.
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S.
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Sandia
Albuquerque,

D. MEYER
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Lauoratories
New Mexico 87115

ABSTRACT.
(U)
In the mid-1960 s structural loads analyses of
externally carried bombs indicated that additional information was
needed to (I) verify the adequacy of wind tunnel data in predicting
bomb carriage loads and (2) adequately define the distribution of
aerodynamic loads on the various bomb components (nose, fins, etc.).

Sandia Laboratories has designed and flown a B43 FLU (Flight
Loads Unit) in an attempt to better define bomb carriage loads by
obtaining full scale flight data. This unit includes instrumectation
to measure aerodynamic load distributions in addition to the total
aerodynamic forces and moments.
The B143 FLU was carried on numerous F-1ll flights dauring the
aircraft Category I structural verificatp.n program rt Edwards AFB
during 1971 and 1972. Data collected included the FIJU data
(pressures, forces, strains, and accelerations) and aircraft flight
parameters.
This paper discusses the design oi'' the B43 FLU jncluding
techniques involved in the calibration. Procedures -mployed in
determining the bomb aerodynamic force and moment coefficients and
the calculation of estimates of aerodynamic forces on the bomb nose,
fins and tail are described. Comparisor are made between aerodynamic

1.)

The work discussed in this paper was supported by the United
States Atomic Energy Commission.
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coefficients calculated from the B43 FLU and those obtained from
tunnel tests. Scme preliminary results of indicated airload
distributions are also discassed.
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INTRODLUTION
The approach used at Sandia Laboratories to determine captive
flight loads has been to (1) use aircraft performance and
maneuverability information furnished by the airzaft
manufacturers
to establish store inertia loads and associated aircraft angles of
attack and sideslip, (2) predict store aerodynamic loads from wind
tunnel tests (using superposition to combine pitch and sideslip
effects), (3) use procedures similar to those outlined in Il-A-8591
to determine lug and swaybrace loads. Loads on the nose cone, tailcan,
and fins were estimated by assuming distributions of the applied loads
to these areas.
The basis used for approximating these distributions
was principally intuitive and lacked experimental verification.
Furthermore, no full scale tests were available to verify that either
wind tunnel tests or the assumed superposition of effects from pitch
and sideslip were valid.
The uncertainties associated with the above procedures can
generally be compensated for in the design stages -f a bomb through
adequate factors of safety in the structural design. The problem of
certifying a stockpiled weapon for a new high performance aircraft
for which the weapon was not specifically designed, however, poses a
more difficu't problem. If the loads predicted for the new aircraft
are higher than can be tolerated by the existing bomb, the performance
of the aircraft may have to be significantly restricted when the
weapon is carried. One possible solution to the problem of defining
captive flight loads consists of actually measuring both airloads and
inertia loads on a weapon shape during externally carried captive
flight on an aircraft. This was accomplished with the B43 FLU (Flight
Loads Unit) which is capable of measuring total applied loads on the
shell of the unit, the acceleration,. on the unit, pressures at. numerous
points on the nose and tailcan and the forces on the fins. Data were
recorded in an analog format on magnetic tape- during all flighiz.
The analog information was later digitized at a sample rate of 20/sec.
for data reduction purposes.
GEJ.RAIL DESCRIPTION OF SYETE2. OPERATION
Five load cells and one roll moment transducer (which together
-onstitute the main force balance), three accelerometers, thirty-two
pressure transducers, and four fin force balances each of which

employed four strain gauge bridges were used in the B43 FLU.

Thus,

fifty-seven measurements were made simultaneously. All of these
information channels were telemetered to ground and recorded on
magnetic tape.
In order to correlate store loads with aircraft
performance data which were recorded onboard the aircraft, a common
IRIG B t'me base was recorded on both the B43 FLU tape and the
aircraft performance tape. This time base was generated onboard the
aircraft and telemetered to ground along with the FLU data.
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Figure 1 is an iSlustration of the B43 FLU showing the general
configuration of the device. The shell or outer shape (referred to
as the suspended mass) is supported by five load cells and the roll
moment transducer. The suspended mass is attached to the support
beam through these transducers. The lug and swaybrace reaction
points are an integral part or the main beam. Thus, the main force
balance measures the airloads plus inertia loads on the suspended
mass. The fin force balance assembly is attached to the suspended
mass so that tbe fin loads are reflected in the total force balance
readings. The two circular beams supporting a fin are each
instrumented with two strain bridges which allow a determination of
fin loals and locations of centers of pressure. Eight pressure
transducers are located at foui, body stations (three in the nose
shell and one in the tailcan) to determine pressure distributions in
these areas.
The longitudinal, lateral, and normal accelerations were measured
by three accelerometers (not shown in Figure 1) mounted on the support
beam near the c.g. of the unit.
The central support beam of the unit was ballasted to provide
inertia properties approximating those of a B43 bomb. This was done
so that overall unit behavior and its effect on aircraft performance
would be similar to that of the bomb.
The telemetry antenna was located on the bottom centerline of
the unit. The instrumentation and amplifiers were supplied with
aircraft power through a connector on the top centerline of the FLU.

MAfIN FORCE RULCE
The total loads on the suspended mess (airloads plus inertia
The following
lads) were obtained from tiev main fcvrc. balance.
oad cell measurements tc the applied
matrix ealsation r, late, tt'
suspended mass.
loads and moments
,.jtL)

(M

the six applied forces and moments on the
The vector (F) represen
suspended mass. The vector Ui,) represents the outputs of the five
load cells and one roll moment transducer. The matrix KJ relating
forces indicated by the load cell to applied loads on the suspended
mass was derived from static calibration. The procedure for
generating the [K] matrix proceeded as follows:
(1) An axial load was applied to the suspended mass in the positive
direction and each of the load cell indications corresponding to
this axial load were read and recorded.
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(2)

The above procedure was repeated for three equal load increments
up to a maximum calibrate value.

(3)

Steps 1 and 2 were -epeated for axial loads in the negative
direction.

(4)

Steps 1 ihrough 3 were repeated for applied lateral load,
vertical load, roll moment, pitch moment, and yaw moment.

(5)

A linear least squares fit was made to the data gathered during
load or moment application in a particular direction. The slope
of this line in each case provided the element values for the
[K] matrix.

One of the primary objectives of the B43 FL was to determine the
total applied loads on the B43 bomb during prescribed maneuvers.
The
nain force balance, as previously stated, allows the determination of
total applied loads on the suspended mass.
The determinaiAon of
airloads only on the store and the calculation of total loads on the
actual bomb requires a knowledge of the angular velocities and linear
and angular accelerations experienced by the store during the
prescribed maneuvers.
The linear accelerat ou, .ich were used for
determining inertia loads were measured on the 2,U. The angular
velocities and accelerations were measured o; the aircraft.
Ir de;termining airloads from total loads 3n the suslypnded mass
and in determining the total load on the B43 bomb, it is necessary to
delermine the three components of linear acce.eration at the c.g. of
th- suspended mass of the FLU and the e.g. of the B43 bomb.
Since
the rJacemn-rit cf accelerometers could not satisfy both of these
conditions simultaneously (nor even one conveniently) it was
necessary to determine the acceleration at desired locations from
measured accelerations. The governing equation for this transformation
is

aa
where:

=

at

+

x

+

a a = Unklown acceleration vector at point a,
sb = known acceleration vector at point b,
W

=angular

velocity vector,

P= posit on vector i'rom b to a (known to unknown),
W

angular acceleration vertor.

Knowing the total loads on the suspendA mass of the FLU and the
acceleration at the e.g. Is of the suspended mass and the bomb, the
airloads on the 1343 shape and the total loads on the B43 bomb could
be determined.
To obtain airloads, the inertia loads on the suspended
mass were subtracted from the total loads derived froz the main force

balla.x

as follows.
Faj

where:

F

a

=

F

Ij

(3)

Airloads on the suspended mass (B43 shape),

F" = Total loads on suspended mass,
FI = Inertia loads on suspended mass.
The subscript j pertains to the following.
J = 1 - Axial force
j = 2 - Lateral force

J = 3 - Normal force

3

= 4 - Roll moment

- = 5 - Pitch moment

3

= 6 - Yaw moment

To determine the total. loads on the bomb, the inertia loads on
the bomb were combined with the airloads on the B43 shape as follows.

P. = F
+ F
Ij
a3
3
where:

P

(4)

)

= total loads and moments on the B43 bomb

FI = IIinertia loads on the bomb
Aerodynamic coeff.!cients were calculated as follows for
comparison with those obtained from wind tunnel data.

F

A

N

F

QAIa

C
where:

N!

CN = aerodynamic force coefficient
C

= aerodynamic moment coefficients
= dynamic pressure

A
L

= characteristic area

characteristic length
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(6)

Lug and swaybrace reactions were calculated from the applied
loads in a manner similar to that specified in MIL-A-8591.
FIN FORCE BALANCE
Loads and C .P. locations on each fin were determined -through the
use of the Fin Force Balance illustrated in Figure 1. Each of the
two circular beams to which a fin was mounted was instrumented with
two strain bridges. All gauges were mounted to sense longitudinal
strain. The arrangement used was sensitive to bending but
insensitive to torsional and axial loads. Temperature compensation
was also provided.
The fin balance was calibrated by applying kown forces (in both
directions) at seven predetermined locations on each fin. A multiple
regression analysis was performed using the strain readings to find
the constants in the following equations.

P

C 1 + C2 (AeF ) + C3 (AeA)

+ C

(7)

6(-1A

, eA

+

C

+

AeA

/AeA

X= c 9 + CIO(4 - eA)+ Cll
l
9 lOWF _CA

-

SF)

C

+ C+

1

(8)
Ae l
"l3()

13F

(9)

where:
P

= Fin normal force

Y

= C.P. location measured from

X

= C.P. location measured from FLU nosetip

e=

LU center line

strain reading
= Difference in strain indicated by the two bridges
on a support beam

C (j=l,13)

= Constants determined from linear regression
analysis

Subscript 1 refers to inner strain bridge position on support
beam
Subscript 2 refers to outer strain bridge position on support
beam
Subscript F refers to forward support beam
Subscript A refers to aft support beam
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After deterwining the constants C, the resulting equations were
applied to the strain measurements obtained during calibration tests.
Table I gives a summary of the maximum errors experienced in trying to
predict the known forces and force locations.
PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
Pressure transducers were attached to the suspended mass at three
locations on the nose (stations 10, 20, and 30) and at station 160 on
the tailcan. Each of the eight equally spaced transducers at each of
the four body stations sensed pressure normal to the surface of the
skin.
The pressure transducers were used to estimate airloads
distributions on the nose and tailcan. The longitudinal pressure
from station 0.00 to station 10.0 was assumed to be
constant and equal to the circumferential distribution at station
10.0. The same was true from station 30.0 to station 45.0. Between
stations 10.0 and 20.0 and stations 20.0 and 30.0 the pressure was
assumed to vary linearly. The assumed circumferential distribution
of pressure was as shown in Figure 2.

Sdistribution

Longitudinally, the nose and tailcan were divided into 1 inch
ring segments. The lateral and normal components of force on each
ring segment were obtained as follows.
Fy i = [(P 7-P 3)

F.

![

=

+ [(P6-P ) + (P8-P4)

si

OJA

+ (P eS)] sin 50)A

-)+

(0

(1l)

where A is the chord length corresponding to the 45 degree arc over
which a constant pressure is assumed to act multiplied by the 1.0
inch length of ring, F
is the net horizontal force on a 1 inch
ring segment, and Fzi i the net vertical force on a 1 inch ring
segment.
The total horizontal and vertical airloads on the nose are
found from
n
Fy=

Fyi
i=l

n.

n

~i=l

z =

Fzi

Similarly, the moments about a particular point can be found from
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(12)

Table I

-

Maximum Errors Obtained in Predicting Calibration Loads
and Load Locations from Measured Strain Output

Fin

Load

No.

Direction

'

Max Error

Max Error

Max Error

in Load

in x

in y
(in.)

6.7
5.3

0.61
o.46

o.61
0.30

_)(in.)

1

+

1

-

2

+

5.5

o.67

0.40

2

-

3.5

o.42

o.18

3
3

+

6.8

1.5

0.34
0.43

0.61

-

4

+

2.8

0.56

0.19

4

-

3.1

0.75

0.26

0.18

A positive load on a fin produces a clockwise roll moment on the
B43 FLU looking forward.
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n
M

Fzj,
i=l

(13)

n

Fyi-ci

=z

i=2l
= The total numbers of 1 in. ring segments in the nose,

where:

n

andz

M = Pitch moment due to nose airload,
Y
Ma = Yaw moment due to nose airload,
,i= Distance from 1 in. ring segment to point about
which moment is to be found.

Because pressure transducers were located at only one station in
the tailcan, the pressure was assumed constant from station 157.0 to
station 164.0. The tailcan has a variable diameter, however, and the
effect of the varying area had to be determined. The pressure loading
on the tailcan vas treated in the same way as the pressure loading on
the nose. The previous equations developed for net forces and moments
on the nose were therefore used for the tailcan loads.
RESULTS
VARIATION OF LOADS WITH TIME
In order to illustrate how external store loads vary with time,
a few data samples are shown.
Figure 3 shows roll moment variation during a rolling pullout
maneuver. The two curves shown give total (airload + inertia) roll
moment and roll moment due to airload only. It is difficult to
distinguish the individual curves as results are essentially
identical.
Figure 4 shows side force and yaw moment variation during
rolling pullout. Some difference between total side force and
aerodynamic side force can be seen. Since yawing moment is
essentially all airload, total load and airload only curves appear
as R single curve.
Figu:~e- ,,Iiows the normal force and pitching moment variation
durink a rob,!-ng pullout. Total normal force is mostly due to bomb
inerbia. Pitching moment due to airloads appears more significant
in this Ty rtlicular case.
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Figure 6 shows the vertical reaction at the forward suspension
lug calculated for two assumed distributions of bomb yawing moment.
Also shcrdn in this figure is an example of the variation of normal
fin force with time.
The dashed. portions of the curves in the above figures represent
data which wos eliminated because it was judged excessively noisy.

COMBINED RESULTS FROM ALL MANEUVERS
In order to obtain the most usable conclusions from the B43 FLU
tests, it was necessary to combine data from all maneuvers where
carriage configuration, aircraft wing sweep, and Mach number were
the same. This approach was chosen so that variations with angle of
attack and sideslip could be studied. Subsequent graphs will present
samples of the combined data.
Before discussing the combined data, however, it is necessary to
recognize the limitations (or general scope) of results obtained.
The FLU was carried "piggyback" during a structural verification
flight test program of the F-111A aircraft. Flight conditions were
primarily selected to verify analytical studies of aircraft loading
caused by external stores rather than to demonstrate full maneuver
capability of the aircraft or to obtain worst store environments.
Thus the range of angles of attack and sideslip are somewhat limited.
For example, angle of sideslip is generally less than 5 degrees
(limited to 2 degrees for some carriage configurations).
Comparison of Airload to Total Load from FLU Tests
Figures 7 through 11 present ratios of aerodynamic load to total
(airlond + inertia) load plotted versus angle of attack (ALPHA) and
angle of sideslip (BETA). Although only one carriage configuration
is covered by the plots, similar plots for other configurations
suggest the following general conclusions.
When the ratios are equal to 1.0, all load Is due to airload.
This case seems to be generally true for all moment ratios (-MO/MX,
AMY/MY, AMZ/MZ) and for the side force ratio (A2T/PY). At higher
maneuver conditions (i.e.., higher acceleration conditions) this
general trend might be slightly modified.
Vnhen the ratios are L'ual to O.0, all load i due to inertia.
This case seems to be generally true for the vertical force ratio
(AFZ/PZ). Thus, airloads have little effect on the magnitude of
vertical force.
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Comparison of FLU Aerodynamic Coefficients with Wind Tunnel Data
Figures 12 through 16 present aerodynamic coefficients derived
from B43 FLU flights on the F-llA aircraft. The figures represent
data for a limited range of wing sweep angles and a limited range of
Mach numbers. Superimposed curves represent wind tunnel measurements
of aerodynamic coefficients for a B43 bomb model mounted on an F-111A
These figures indicate that the trends
a.rplane model (1/20 scale).
seen in the FLU data agree reasonably well with wind tunnel test
results w?
3ives credence to both methods of testing. Most of the
B43 FLU c,
-cient data show a minimal amount of scatter which is
also encouraging.
The rolling moment coefficient (CMX) in Figure 13 shows the best
overall correlatton. Slight differences in mgnitude do not fit any
detectable pattern,
Results in the pitch plane (Cz aad CMY) show poor correlation.
This is explained by the fact that most of the pitch plane loading
was caused by inertia effects. Airloads were small compared to
calibration levels required to measure total pitch plane loads.
This leads to the conclusion that the suspended mass on any future
FLU designs should be of minimum weight to alleviate this problem.
The yaw plane loading experienced by the B43 FLU was primarily
due to aerodynamic effects. Y-aw plane aerodynamic coefficients (CY
and CMZ) correlate fairly well with wind tunnel x -sults. Data slopes
correlate extremely well. Magnitudes do vary (sometimes significantly),
but no consistent transformation to improve the correlation was found.
Unless future data study indicates reliable trends in FLU results
which were not evident in wind tunnel results, we should continue
using wind tunnel data with confidence.
Comparison of Aerodynamic Coefficients Derived from Total Force
Balance with those from Nose and Fin Instrumentation
Figures 17 through 26 present comparisons of B43 FLU aerodynamic
coefficients derived from (1) load cell instrumentation (shown at
left for each group, of plots) and from (2) the nose pressure
transduzers and fin balance instrumentation (shown at right for each
group of plots). By combining integrated nose pressures with forces
measured by the fin balance, we obtain a measure of how much of the
distributed aerodynam.c effects were measured.
Figures 17 and 18 show that the aerodynamic rolling moment
measured by the roll moment transducer compares favorably with that
derived from the fin instrumentation. Complementary results from the
tAio instrumentation systems is encouraging.
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Figures 19 through 22 indicate that lateral aerodynamic forces
measured by load cells and by nose and fin instruments were similar
but the yawing moment differs.
Other plots (not shown) indicate
that nose force acts outboard, combined fin forces act inboard--both
contributing directly to yawing moment whereas the difference defines
the side force. These facts indicate that additional airloads may
act on the remainder of the FU, creating moments that could
produce better agreement between the data shown in Figures 21 and 22.
Figures 23 through 26 show similar comparisons for normal force
and pitching moment. However, .in this case, normal force compares
poorly while pitching moment compares favorably. Other plots ('not
shown) indicate a small nose force acting upward, a large fin force
acting upward. Balancing forces would have to act downward without
changing pitching moment to produce better correlation.
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF AIRLOAD DISTRIBUTIONS
The B43 FLU flight tests provided a wealth of nose and tailcan
pressure data. Numerical integrations of these pressures have been
performed and results compared to earlier prediction techniques.
Such comparisons indicate that the old techniques yielded
un-conservative nose forces. Plthough comparison of tailcar. airloads
is not complete, it appears that earlier techniques produced overconservative tailcan airloads. The pressure distributions are not
available in a suitable form to include in this paper. The details
of comparisons with old prediction techniques has been withheld
because conclusions are valid only within the range of flight
conditions exptrienced to date. Additional study is planned.
The fin force data collected is less extensiye, as some data
were lost due to strain gage and/or telemetry problems. Where fin
force data were collected on all four fins, limited comparisons show
that fin forces predicted by old techniques are un-conservative.
Additional study is also planned in this area.
CONCLUSIONS
The basic FLU concept employed to obtain total aerodynamic
coefficients on an external store appears to have been worthwhile.
FLU results seem to support the validity of wind tunnel testing as
a means of obtaining total aerodynamic force and moment coefficients.
It is believed that further study of the FLU data will provide
additional support of this conclusion.

LW

The ILU allows determination of external store forces, moments,
suspension reactions, fin forces, etc., versus time. This
capability may prove quite useful in selecting optimum store release
conditions or in establishing missile control surface deflection
requirements necessary to minimize carriage loads or broaden safe
separation envelopes.

iFM

--

j

The FLU concept of measuring aerodynamic load distributions on
external stores provides a much needed capability. Wind tunnel scale
models annot be adequately instrumented to measure aerodynamic
distributions. Although some difficulties were encountered with the
SBl43 FLU instrumentation and data gathering system, the aerodynamic
distribution data collected appears useful. Within the limits of the
flight environments experienced by the Y343 FLU, full scale pressure
distribution data for the B43 nose surfaces and tail cone and some
fin loading data have been obtained. Previous estimates of aerodynamic load distributions have been foumd to be un-conservative.
The B43 FLU results provide the experience to design better test
units for future collection of captive store loading. A redesigned
FLU would employ a minimum weight aerodynamic shell (suspended nass)
and would possibly include additional gauges (for reliability
considerations) on the fin force balance. An internal recording
system might be an improvement over use of telemetry. The extensive
instrumentation employed on the B43 FLU builds confidence in various
methods of recording loads.
This may lead to the design of simpler
test units in the future to satisfy more limited data needs.
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by
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ABSTRACT. (U) In the proposed Military Specification revision
MIL-A-8591E, Airborne Stores and Associated Suspension Equipment;
General Design Criteria -r, some changes have been advocated to
improve the critezia for c-tructural design loadings on external
stores. The two major changes are in the airloads criteria and the
lug and swaybrace reactions calculation method.
Previously, the airloads on an external store were spe,ified by
criteria that related angle of attack to aircraft perfo-ance, and
were based on the most critical aircraft in the service inventory. In
the revision these criteria have been generalized ana are expressed in
equation form. The numerical values of the criteria are calculated
from specific geometric and performance parameters, which can represent
either a specific aircraft, a group or Llass of aircraft, or a cons..vative dsign, as desired by the procaring agency.
A method of calculatik.g lug and swayb.ace reactions to applied
loads, included in the specification os an Appendix, has also been
modified, Assimptione that were necessary for treatment oi the
statically indeterminate yawing moment reaction were modified based on
the results of laboratory testing. The updated methcd utilizes a load
distribution factor Aich is a function f the suspension system and for
which values have been empirically deter. ed.
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Since before its D revision was issued in 1968, the widely used
Military Specification MIL-A-8591 has been the subject of some
controversy over structural loading provisions. This controversy
still continues, and an attempt is being mads in the E revision to
resolve the differences. It is true that xty of the criticisms
expressed to the Navy have been based on mis-application of the
criteria in the specification. 'For instaaice, the nature of the
loads on a store carried by a helicopter wili be different than if
the store were carried by a conventional aircraft. Recognizing this
difference, the aq method of specifying anglf
of attack for airloads,
as put forth in the specification, should not j' expected to yield
accurate angles for a helicopter. However, some of the comments
have appeared tc be justified. By the criteria in the D version,
critical angle of attack values by which store airloads are obtained
were more than four times as high for a given aircraft as by previous
versions. For many patrol and attack aircraft which regularly carry
external stores, the resulting angles of attack were physically
unreasonable. At the same time, it was being recognized that the
lug and swaybrace reactions calculation method in the Appendix did not
always give sufficiently accurate results. Laboratory tests of
actual store/rack configurations showed significantly different load
distributions than predicted, and a paper at the first Aircraft/
Store Compatibility Symposium in 1969 by two Air Force engineers
was the first to propose a modification to improve the method.
Therefore, when the go-ahead was given to develop a revision, these
two areas were recognized as prime candidates for updating. The
draft of the proposed MIL-A-8591E has been circulatvd through
,overnment and industry for comments in the past year. Some
-sijnificant comments have been received, and the present status of
tke specification revision Is that these comments are in the process
of being resolved.
CAPTIVE FLIGHT AIRLOADS
BACKGROUND
The specification contains general design criteria, including
structural design criteria, for the store or suspension equipment.
These criteria are to ensure that the structural design will survive
its service environn;ent. They should, therefore, provide for design

loads L&at are the most critical that might be encountered in
service. A loading condition for an airborne external store can
consist of inertia loads due to the maneuvering of the carriage
aircraft and airloads on the body and aerodynamic surfaces of the
store itself. In the proposed revision no changes have been made to
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the inertia load criteria contained in the specification. A modification is proposed, however, for the airloads criteria. This modification,
it -will be shown, is simply a generalization of the previous criteria.
The maximum airleads that a store may encounter at a given
speed are a function of the store's angle of attack and its aerodynamic characteristics. In this general specification, airloads
criteria are presented by means of specifying the range of angles of
attack that the carriage aircraft is capable of as a function of
dynamic pressure q. Obtaining store angles of attack from aircraft
angles of attack is the responsibility of the designer. The Cq
method of specifying airloads criteria was originated 20 years ago
for MIL-A-8591. At that time, a survey was made of the maximum Cq
capabilities of Navy fleet aircraft. Maximum aq was attained while
performing a maximum nz symmetrical pull-up at maximum speed. The
survey showed a relatively close grouping of maximum aq capabilities.
The aircraft that were included in the survey are shown in Figure().'
The value chosen to be the general criterion in MIL-A-8591 was 8000.
As can be seen in Figure(ID, the extreme values of a few extraordinary
aircraft were disregarded in choosing this criterion.
As mentioned above, the maximum aq value occurs during a
symmet:rical pull-up maneuver. It can be shown that the q values
corresponding to the other critical aircraft maneuvers are related
to this pull-up condition, and need not be derived separately. The
negative symmetrical condition has been shown to be approximately
-0.6 times the maximum; and the positive and negative rolling pullout conditions have been derived as 0.8 and -0.4 times the maximum,
r,-spectively. The additional term in the rolling pull-out equations
for aq is the incremental angle of attack due to the aircraft rolling
velocity. The value of the term was based on the calculation of
this angle for an assumed aircraft rolling velocity of 4 radians
per second, at an altitude of 10,000 feet, and a store spanwise
location on the wing of 15 feet.
The criterion of 8000 was not changed until the D revision of
MIL-A-8591 was released in 1968. By the 1960's, the value of 8000
was no longer representative of the maximum for operational jet
fighters. Higher wing loadings, along with higher operational speeds
which dictate smaller values of CLa, are the two major factors which
appear to have caused the trend of increasing aq capabilities. The
value chosen for the D revision was 38,000, which represented the
most severe aq value found among contemporary fighter aircraft. The
capabilities of the Navy fighter and attack aircraft of the period
are shown in Figure(2> All of the airc. aft shown in Figure(2)are
currently operctional.
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Figure 1. Maximum oq Values for 1953
Vintage Navy Fignter Aircraft
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METHOD

An approximate maximum aq value for an aircraft can be calculated
in a fairly straightforward manner. The relationship is derived
as follows. Balancing forces in the vertical direction for a
symmetrical pull-up gives:

(1)

L = nZ Wa

Here the wing is assumed to provide the total lifting force,
neglecting any control forces.
(2)

CLqS = nz Wa
CLa (CM - ao)q S =n

z

(3)

Wa

Rearranging,

ao q

nz

(4)

WMqa=
--s CLa

The angle of zero lift is normally a negative value. Therefore,
neglecting it is conset-2-tive. The relation finally reduc.s to
Ck4 q

=

nz Wa

(5)
(5)

1

For the E revision of MIL-A-8591 it has been proposed that
this method (eqpation 5) be used as the criterion for maximum aq
in lieu of the constant value as specifid previously. With
equation (5) and the indicated aircraft d:ign paramtes, a close
and slightly conservative estimate of the maximum q value of an
aircraft can be calculated, as shown in Figure (3). It would be
up to the procuring agency to specify the applicable aircraft for
each store or suspension system development. The store or suspension system designer would be required to obtain the requisite
data. This method can be considered simply a generalization of the

previous method, since aq values are still involhed, and the difference
is only that these must be determined for each 1nalvidual aircraft of

interest.
In addition to the maximum aq criterion, and assitming :he
relationships of the other critical maneuvers to tie utaximum .9rc.
still valid, it is still necessary to derive expressions .or two

more quantities, aRq and .q, to complete the set of airloads
criteria. The expression for the incrementai Ct due to roll rate
can be derived in the same manner as was the term in the original

MIL-A-8591.
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VR

tan C=

(6)

V=

(7)

VR
57.3
Assuming small angles,
tan aR =

(8)

o_
57.3

Then

CR=
R

(9)

V

But
2
q=21 p V

(10)

Assuming sea level air density,
.0345 R P
(11)

CR
Or,
aR q

(12)

.0345R P f.

At least as important'as the angle of attack criteria are the
angle of sideslip criteria. Applied side loads and yawing moments
act in the weakest direction for the suspension equipment. Sideslip
criteria have been specified similarly to angle of attack criteria
by the use of a Pq value. These, as with aq, have been derived from
flight test results of operational aircraft. However, it is again
possible to derive an expression for Pq that can be evaluated with
the aircraft design and aerodynamic characteristics.
The approximate analytical relationship for Pq is similar to
that for aq.
Y = nyWa

(13)

Cy q S = nyWa

(14)

Cyp Nq S = nyWa

(15)

=

3
ny Wa

(16)

1
CyO
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APPLICATION
In the proposed MIL-A-8591E, the yalues of aM, q, aR q and
PM q are obtained from equations 5, 12, and 16. The ranges of
Q~ and P that must be considered with each point on the inertia load
diagram are obtained from these three values in accordance with
the relationships shown in Figures (4) and (5). This entire range
of attitudes must be considered so that the critical combination
of airloads with inertia loads will be found. If, as is sometimes
the case, the effect of airloads is to subtract from inertia loads
that are greater in magnitude, the critical condition Ls to find the
lowest airloads, or neglect them entirely.
In the past versions of the specification, where a constant
value of aq was specified, the only information that the designer
required was the flight speed and altitude at the maneuvering
condition. With the proposed revision, a set of data for the
carriage aircraft is necessary. It will be the responsibility of
the procuring activity to specify the aircraft for which the store
or suspension equipment is to be designed. In some cases the
system will be designated for a single aircraft; in other cases
a limited number of specific aircraft, or it may be that only the
class of aircraft (i.e. attack) is known at the time of design. If
there is no designaZion of carriage aircraft, the design must be
made to a level of strength that will permit it to be carried by
any service aircraft. The level of MIL-A-8591D appears to be
satisfactory for this purpose.
The specific aircraft parameter values that are required for
evaluation of the criteria equations will be available in an
Aerodynamic Chara-teristics Report for any existing aircraft. It
is recognized that some cooperation on the part of the prccuring
agency may be necessary to ensure that the concractor can obtain
the requisite information. However, to serve as a backup in the
event that all or part of the information is unobtainable, a table
of representative values of the parameterz for several clasaes of
aircraft is proposed for inclusion in the specification. lne proposed
table is shown here as Table I. The parameter valueb therein were
derived from a survey of current operational aircraft in these
classes, and, as mentioned above, are representative. The parameter
values for no designated carriage aircraft, when inserted in the
criteria equations, will result in the MIL-A-8591D level of criteria.
To help avoid mis-application, the parameter values in this table
may only be used with the approval of the procuring activity.
However, when no carriage aircraft is designated, use of the indicated
level therein is required.
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For all points, the stores shall be considerf.d to be mounted at incidence
to be
angles of 0 or -3 degrees, whichever is more critical in each case,
added to the values of &A given below:

POINTS (1) AND (2):
ey
A = 0 TO

'yj

DEGREES

UP

--0.2 0M DEGREES

PA

"=0

ou

5'

POINTS (3)AND, (4):
-

TO -0.6 &M DEGREES

-

A= ±0.2 VM DEGREES

POINT (5):
vA - + r1R TO.-

(0.4

, + vR) DEGREES
12

M DEGREES

A=

DOWN
POINT (6):
0 TO (0.8 nM

A
OA

=

+
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=
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FIGURE 4.
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Angles of attack and sideslip for wing-mouned stores.
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For all points, ,the stores shall be considered to be mounted at incidence
angles of 0 or -3 degrees, whichever is more- critical ,in each case, to be'
added to the values 6f &A given, below:

POINT .(1):
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Angles of attack and sideslip for
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For all poiytS., the stores shall be considered to -be mouhted -at incidence
angles of 0 or -3 degrees, whichever is more critidal in each case, to be
added to the, values of &A given below:
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Angles of attack and sideslip for wing-mounted stores.
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TABLE T. IREPRESENTATIVE PARANE-TER VALUES FOR EVALUATION OF
CM AD, N ,T)EXRESSIONS-

class of

W

Air(c.raf t
Navy;
VF, -VA

7.33

1.0

270

-0.05

vS. VP

3.00

0.5

90

"8.00

1.3

290

No, Deqignated
Aircraft

riZ

ny

P
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cyo.

W

0.010
0.017

--

0.10
0.02

0.0095

95.0

a

R

-l-*

For the aircraft weight, the Flight Design Gross Weight, asdefined in reference (1), is used because it is the greatest weight
at which the maximum load factor maneuver can be performed. To
ensure conservative criteria,. -the lowest values Of LCL and Cy,
where these parameters are variable (i.e. with Mach number) should
be used. Since ny isnt normally an aircraft design parameter
as is nz, it will probably require calculation from the aircraft
aerodynamic characteristics,
Of course, determining the aircraft angle of attack at a
particular loading condit i on is only the first part of the problem
of calculatiig airloads. Although the angle of rttack values-obtained
from the specification criteria were previously labelled '"storel'
angles, it was recognized that they represented the aircraft, not
the store. The store can be-considered to be-mounted at either 00
or -3° to the aircraft,, whichever is critical. The effects of the
local flowfield as affected -by the aircraft.geometry, adjacent
storesi and the store and suspension system itself all should be
considered when the airloads are determined by theoretical or
experimental means,
LUG AND SWAYBRACE REACTIONS
The most common method of supporting an external store on an
aireraft is to hang it from two hooks and steady it with four
swaybraces. (Sometimes, for lightweight stores, ,only one hook
and four swaybraces- are used-) At some point in the design of the
system it is necessary -to caltulate the loads beinig transferred
across these interfaces- from the applied inertia loads and airioads
on the store. This may. be to complete! the pictuxe of loads on the
store, or to determine the strength requirements of the suspension
system.- As an aid to the de-igner, a standardized calculation
method for these lug -and uwaybrace reactions is included as an
appendix to the specifications It should be apparent that only the
standard hook and swaybrace configurations aithbrized by MIL-A-8591
are amenable -by this aralysis method; the geometrical differences
of any non-standard attachment pill require individual treatment.
The system of idealized lug and swaybrace reactions generally
includes loads at the swaybraces which act normal to the surface of
the store and loads at the store lug(s) as shown- in Figui . (6).
The swaybrace loads are normal to the store surface because of the
assumption of no friction forces. Longitudinal loads on the store are
reacted at the lugs by the hooks of the rack. For a store with twolugs, it is impossible to predict the distribution of this load
between the two because of tolerances. Therefore, it is assumed that
all the longitudinal load is taken by the -otherwise most heavily
loaded lug. This assumption is conservative for loads on the lug.
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The side load on the lug does nor necessarily come fromthe hook,
since a coqtemporary designuses the walls of the rack as "yaw.raps," or side readtions on the outsides of the lugs.
In the general case, the system of lug and swaybrace reactions
is statically indeterminate, which means that to obtain accurate
results the elastici'ty of the system shouldbe taken into account.
However, to simplify the method and the amount of information
necessary 'to apply it, an assumptibn of the distribution Of loads
is included which reduces the problem to a statically determinate
one. The validity of the assumptions determines thc accuracy of the
analysis. The two areas of indeterminacy are in the reactions to
an applied yawing moment and in, friction forces at the interfaces.
Although friction-foices are known to exist, they are neglected,
in the analysis without incurr~Ig significanterrors. The assumed
mechanism tf reacting an applied yawing moment;, howevez.,Is an area
where substantiitl errors can originate.
Reactions to an applied yawing moment may be taken by opposig
fore and aft swaybraces, Yy sje
loads at the ,lugs,, or by a
combination of these
In MIL-A-8591, up to and including the D
revision, it was assumed that nd side loads were taken by the hooks,
and so only the swaybraces were involved. 'Hoiwever, in reference (2),
presented at the first Aircraft/Store Compatibility Symposium in1969, it was proposed that side loads at the hooks did,, indeed,
exist, -and should 'be taken into account -in the analysis. For the
proposed- MIL-A-859iE, therefore, the modifications proposed,at that
time have-been included. The accuracy of the method has been improved
thereby without incurring the added sophistication and coplication
of considering elasticity. The justification, background, and
&rivation of the modifications can be found in roference (2)-.
They have been incorporated without'substantial change. The
fraction of the yawingmoment assumed to be reacted by the -lugs
and swaybraces, respectively, is governed in the analysis by a load
distribution factor SB. The value of SB is the fraction, expressed
as a decimal, of the yawing moment which is reacted-by the swaybraces.
The method before modification was equivalent to the modified method
with SB = 1.0.
Data from tests conducted by various installations have indicated
values of SB between 0.3 and 0.6. However, since this is based
solely on empirical data, ,itcannot be assumed that these values
will be valid fbr all racks. There is indication that the distribution
may vary with rack, store diamcter, and magnitude bf applied load.
Although the value of SB can be specified for some specific cases;
in general, it is left for the procuring agency to specify. Meanwhile,
it is hoped that further work will enable a method to be-derived,
to be included in the specification, for determining a value of SB
for a specific application.
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Ir addition to the major change descriLtd above, 'several
updates have-been made to the Appendix method. Before the E
revision, applied rolling-moments were-not included. For-some
Stores, such as missiles with wings, thre is some significant
amount of aerodynai rolling moments. Inertial rolling moments
are small enough to be negligible. Althdugh these moments are
applied- to the wings a-d fins of the store, the simplifying
assuiption is made that they are applied at the station of the C.G.
A minor change in the sign and notation convention for the
store cross section has been adopted as shown in 'Figure (7). This
convention makes it possible to include all the eccentricities that
may be known. In the resolving of the applied loads, Lt must be
remembered thnt while inertia loads can be considered to be applied
at the C.G. of the store, aerodynamic l6ads act on the external
geome'ric configuration of the store without regard for the
eccentricity of the C.G. Therefoie, as shown in Figure (7), the
extern t airloads are applied at the geometric center of -the store,,
labelled the Load Center.
By proper resolution of the -applied-loads it is possible-to
treat a store/rack system that is mounted at an angle, as on the
shoulder station of a l'R. This capability 'hs been inserted into
the specification method. The applied. loads are obtained in a
coordinate system related to the carriage aircraft. By resolving
them through the angle at which the rtdk is mounted, they can be
put into a local coordinate system where the-rack is apparently
Figure (8) illustrates
vertical.
The normal procedure then applies.
this transformation.
In the MIL-A-8591E Aependix calculation method, the finrst
step -is to transform the applied loads from the -form in which they
are given to- the formrequired for the basic calculation. This
transformation accounts for the effects discussed above: the location
of applied aerodynamic and inertia loads, and any angular mounting
of the store,
Because practical loadings occur in several di-rections
simultaneously, it is not possible to decide by inspection whi-ch
of several loading zbnditions will produce critical loads. Therefore,
it is usually necessary to calculate reactions for a number of conditibns.

This is made practicable by the-, vastly increased speed of computerizedanalysis. Marty companies and government agencies have aiready adapted
Now a
the method of the MIL-A-8591 Appendix -to a computer program.
computer program is included in the specification. The program is
written in standard ANSI FOtRAN-so as to be applicable to the widest
possible range of computers. For teletype terminal application the
input and output statements may require modification to conform, to
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the conventions of the individual installation.

It is anticipated

that when the specification is released, a -central distribution
loc ation for card decks of the program will be set up,
As in the earlier versions of MIL-A-8591, the reactions
calculation method exists in two versions, for the standard two
lug case and Zot the one-lug case. The computer program also wi l
treat either configuration. The Appendix cohtains a source listing
of the program, a list of the symbols and notation used, instructions
for inputs to the program, and sample inputs and outputs for typical
-prob.ems.*

TheMil-itary Specification MIL-A-8591 is widely and extensively
used. Its usersare varied in background, and the resources and
facilities available to them are likewise varied. As a general
specification, it is expected to cover a wide range of configurations
and app'ications. These factors have-been kept in mind while
formulating the'requirements for external' store design loadings in
the proposed -MIL-A-r8591E.
An attempt has been made to incorporate in the E revision of
this speci:fication- some features that will be of use to the designer
and will improve the quality of the product for -the procuring agency.
These features, a criteria geieralized foi captive flight airloadthat relates them -to the specific carriage -aircraft, and modifications
to the reactions -calculation method that increase both its applica-.
bility and its accuracy, have been presented for explanation, andto stimulate any dialogue, pribr to actual incorporation in the
official specification.
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ABSTRACT. (U) One of the major problems facing developers of
modern fighter-bomber aircraft is establishment of structural flight
capability while carrying "t.on-spec" overload external store loadings.
The problim is complex from the very begi.ning because strength
capacities, of the store support structure _tend to be functions-of
several simultaneously-acting lord-components. The problem is,
magnified when large varieties of external stores of differing
shapes, weights, arrangements and s for swing-wing aircraft, differing wing sweeps are .to be-considered for carriage throughout large
speed/maneuVer envelopes.
Because of the sheer magnitude of this problem on the F-Ill, a
computerized structural evaluation technique was developed -at Convair/
Fort Worth to determine stored airplane operating limits. The resulting technique is based on the use of numerical indexes of criticality
for key structural, components. These "Structural Indexes" are
calculated by computer for a comprehensive array of structural
elements over ? large spectrum of airplane flight conditions. Result
ing Structural Indexes-can then be-piotted to show trends of
criticality versus Mach number, altitude, load factor, and so forth.
Experienc ,with this -technique has shdOwn that oqe person, can,
efficidntly and' thoroughly conduct large structural flight capability
studies in relativefy shott periods of time.
4-.
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INTRODUCTION

A ,technique for rapidly' assessing the capability of aircraft
structures to withstand applied flight loads has been developed and
is in oextensive use at Convairitort Worth. This technique was
;(nitially' developed as a tool for evaluation of the structural flight
capability of external- store support structures and establishment of
associated allowable speed-maneuver envelopes. Since the technique
was introduced, -its use has 'been adapted& K, other tasks involving
strength evaluation, and has been expanded to include other types of
aircraft structure.
The technique developed is based on the concept of a "structural
capability index" (more connonly called a Structural Index or "SI").
The Structural Index concept and its use is discussed in this paper.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

One of the major engineering problems facing the developers of
modern fighter-bomber axrcraft is estabilshing the structural flight
capabilities .for 'carrying external store loadings for which the
aircraft was not specifically designed.
This problem is generally handled for all current operational
fighter, attack, and bomber aircraft under a DOD-designated program
called "Seek Eagil(.
The problem is complex from the very beginning because strength
capacities of the -store support structures tend to. be functions of
several simultaneously-acting 'load components. The problem is
magnified when large varieties of external stres of differing shapes,
weights, and arrangements are to be considered for carriage.
The F-1ll Seek Eagle program was particularly voluminous because
of the variable geometry feature of the aircraft, which dictated
that most store loading configurations be analyzed for up to five
wing sweep angles. All problems normnally encountered for fixed wing
aircraft (multiple store stations, several potentially critical
structural elements, large speed/maneuvdr envelopes) had to be dealt
with for each wing sweep-analyzed.
In the early stages of the F-1ll program, the traditional technique of using graphical strength envelopes (backed up by detail
stress analysis of a few representative load conditions) was employed
to conduct structural flight capability studies bf external store
support structures. With this technique, applied loads are superimposed onto and visually compared with the graphical streasth
envelopes.
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Because of the sheer magnitude uf the F-Il Seek Eagle program,
it was not practical to perform this task manually. The technique
could have been modernized through developeint of computer programs
which would machinep-plot loads and load: combinations on'graphical
strength envelopes.
However, even if 'this were. done, there are st:Ll'l
at least two significant drawbacks to the visual analysis tcchniqui..
First, the examination and interpretation of loads superi 'Ise'd
upon graphical envelopes is a slow, and often clu,,iy, task. Thiz ts
particularly true for strength envelopes that are based on 'thri-e*
more load components (multi-demensional envelopes). Such" mult$'
dinmensional envelopes are required for several types of store support
structures on the F-ill.
The second drawback is that the graphical envelopes readi.ly
yield only "go/no-g6" information. The task of defining flight
capabilities requires that definite trends of criticalify be established relative to flight maneuver parameters.

-STRUCTURAL INDEX DEFINITION' AND BASIC USE
Both of these recognized drawbacks to the-use of graphical
envelopes can be circumvented by using a computer to calculate an
"indicator number" that relates the "closeness" of any particular
load condition to the boundary of a -pertinent strength-'envelope.
This is a simple process for a one dimensional envelope.. All that
needs to be done in -hat case is to calculate the ratio of a single
load component to a corresponding allowable load -omponent.
Similar "indicator numbers" can be derived almost as easily for
two and three dinensional load envelopes.
In these cases, ratios1 are
ralculated from "vector" equations that are derived from geometric
sC.'tingth envelopes as illustzeteqd in Figures I and 2.
The Figure 1 ahd 2 examples may be based on either applied
lodds or internal loads.
A number of other types of ratios may be used by considering the
"indicator numbers" in a more general sense.
The "indicator number"
may be considered as the ratio of any load "quantity" to a. corresponding strength "quantity"..
In all such. applications the load "quant.ty"
may be a single component or the vector sunmmation of multiple ':load:'
componants such as force, moment, stress, strain, or shear 1fow.
It is "indicator numbers" or "closeness ratios" of these general types
that have been called "Structural Indices" or St's. For brevity, "S1"
will usually be used_ herein.
I

Stress analysts use similar ratios to calculate margins of safty;
ref. Shanley and Ryder, Stress Ratios, AviatIon, p. 28, June 1937;
also ref. MIL-HDBK-5, pp. 15-17.
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Figure 2 - Typical SI Equation Based on a
Three-Dimensional Strength Ehvelope
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Equations and appropriate logic for calculating SI's can be
deriVed and programmed into a computer. The computer can then calculate
(in a single run) the SI's for many structural elements for a large
volume of maneuver conditions.
The need to visually compare loads to any (especially multidimensional) =strength envelope is eliminated by simply evaluating
the SI's calculate$ by the computer procedure. This evaluation can
be easily performed since, by definition, an SI gets larger as the
criticality of 'he representedstructural element ,increases; and
SI
1.0 when a load condition is equivalent to the limit Structural
capacity of the represented structural' element.
Definitive trends of structural criticality a n be obtained by
plottingthe SI's versus such items as Mach number,, altitude, load
factor-, roll rate, and even wing, weep angle. The criticality trends
can be established for individual structural elements, and more
importantly for operating,limitation studies, the relative criticalityamong:all the structural elements can bedetermined. The plotting can
also be done by computer.

PRACTICAL APPL ICAT-ION
In order for a structural indek equation to usefully reflect
structural capability, it must account for the interaction of all
load components which signiflc~qity tax the structure when applied
simultaneously. Both xe'frehce'and engineering judgement are involved

in determining which load components ate structurally significant for
the structures evaluated.
Structural index equations can be derived in two phases.
0(Phase

Initially

I), structural strength envelopes can be developed analytically.
The resulting equations can then be confirmed, adjusted or replaced

when pertinent structural test strength data becomes available (Phase
II). With this dual approach, the theoretical analysis will often
establish the basic strength envelope equation forms,-while test data
will be used to set the values of the constants used -in the equation.
When preliminaryflight limitations for-the F-ll1 were- needed
-before-static test data wis obtained, the Phase I equations were used
with the customary restriction of allowing only 80% of the "unverified"
structural capacity (analysis only) to be ured' i.e., flight limits
were defined such that the predicted SI's did not exceed 0.8.
Alternately, if flight limits are not-required prior to completion of
static tests it may be convenient to bypass the Phase I strength
definitions and go directly to "verified" strength envelopes and/or
S,1 equationsgderived from structural test data.
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In Phases I and II, the stress analyst 'hii several potential
sources of, data (internal load, stre~s-, straift, etc.) from which he m3y
derive strength:,envelopes. Stress or strain data measured from
instrumentcd proof test, static test or even 'fatigue test are obvious
sources of information. Another source of potential use in this regard
is data obtained during the calibration of flight test aircraft.
By using all structural strength information obtained in the noiia1
development of an aircraft, special testixng to support generation of
structural index equations can be eliminated or kept to a minimum.
Figure 3 ilustrafatesa typical type of strength envelope that could
be derived from structural-test data. In this example, structure was
subjected to two components of load. IxE that same structure was
subjected"to a third load component, then an envelope such as shown in
Figure 4 might be derived.
-Analytical data can also be used in the Figure 3 approach by
calculating strepses for an arrdy ol assumed load conditions.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate that SI equations can be derived in
simple fashiomfor two and three dimensional strength envelopes that
have a familiar geometric form (an ellipse in these cases). But
envelopes generated by the 'Figure 3 method may not conform to such,
familiir equation forms and SI equatins are naturally somewhat more
difficult to derive. Difficulty in deriving SI equations increases if
more than three load components are required. But any envelope that
can be drawn can also be reasonably, if not precisely, represented
mathematically.
The actual drawing of graphical envelopes may not be necessary or
desirable for some structures. S1 equationh may be derived directly
from a strength "quantity" calculated from analytical equations;
appropriate equations may also be derived bi curve fitting test measured
or analytically derived data. For the latter technique, a multipleregression computer procedure can be usefuli
Regardless of the derivation, source, or procedure, one equation
may not be sufficient for proper strength definirion. It may be
necessary to write two or more equations for a given structure, each
equation being vd-id for differing types of' load combinations. For

example, one ,equation could be uped when two moments (Mx &.My) are
positive, another when Yjx is positive & Mynegative, and so forth.

FTr redundant sttucture, more'than one envolope, equation or series of
equations (for various load paths) is probably required with necessary
logic programmed to decide which one is to be used for each particular
load condition. There are many other situctions and possibilities in
terms, of type and form of structural indexes, each requiring con-

sideration and thought based on its own peculiar circumstancesi

In

most cases structural index equations cannot be derived using a cook-
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book,' approach.
The rain ingredients for putting them together are
innovatAbn and logic.

STRUCTIIM.L INOEX USAGE

The Structutal Index technique -can be employed for such things as
flight test (structural or -otherwise) planning, quidk- check for
"one-time-only" test flights, -defin[ticph of operati6nAl aircraft
structural flight capabilfty, determlnation of redesign requirements,
-or even searches -for additiqnal flight capabilities beyond design.
Because expei-ence -to thiS -oint has been most extensive in operating

lLmLt4 analysis, examples of the various aspects of that type of
application will be used.
Data requirements for a comprehensive operating limits analysis
consist of airplane -and store statioa irloads, inertia data,
maneuvering response, and stiuctural ,strength definitions. This
information is fed lnto a computerized system -which -computes net
flight loads, c6mpares applied Toads to available-strength (calculates
-1 values)-, and outputs "'rdered" st'mmarles of the structural indexes.
Diagramatically, the system is showin in Figure 5.
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A typical example involves-an- airplanie of establdrihed structural
strength configured~ with' overload."non-spec" stores,, such as large,
very heavy bom6 clusters.. Since'the aircraft is not desigfied
specifical-ly' for unrestricted'carriage of-,such stores throughout -its
basic design flight envelope, it is virtually. certAin that restriction
Will be -necessary 'for safety, of flight. For such a- loading, the'usintg military command generally has definiite ideas regarding "'de-sied"
as well as "minimum acceptable" flight maneuver capability . 'Such
goals and-requiremfents establish ground-rules and scope of the operating'limfits analysis.
To illustrate one use of the structural index ,analys-is technique
for the typical overload configuration., a limilted analysis of S's
will be described. The-objective of' the analysis described is tol:
de fie the structural speed limitations, (assumed& to- be
less th'an the "desired" speed catpability) for performing--unr-estricted-rolling maneuvers at- a particulaxr nz
entry-condition.
The .analys~is -is per-formed for a parametric array of, Ma4ch-altitude
-aombinationis Such, as illustrated in Figure, 6.t -First, net loads are,
calculated using appropriate roll -maneuver resportse data (time his-tory)
each of these-Mach-altitude points. Then, these l'oads are useddto
calcuiate 'SI 'magnitudes. 'for the structural elements *undir- study.
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Next, the maximum-,St's that occur in each maneuver Mach-altitude
-car iti'0n, for each structural clement, are plotted'versus Mach number
; instant altitudes);. The selectiofi and the -plotting can be
-Ipomputer-performed. And-fina1ly, the speed limits are derived frbm,
the S.I. versus- Mach plots as. shown, by Figure 7, (The, time required
to, perform this last Step can, I)e 'reduced to a minimum if the SI
,computer procedsre is designed to s.cct -for each mneuver the maximum
SI for 4 group of structural elements instead of -far jbst <one element.)
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A complete analysis for the roll maneuvers consistS of repeating
the preceeding process (as' necessary) for other entry nz conditions,.
'The final speed limits are derived by superimposing the speed limits
for the individual entry nz maneuver conditions.
If a variable wing sweep aircraft is considered 'in the study,
then the entire process -is accomplished' for each sweep angle..
Many other useful studies can be performed with S's computed.
for a comprehensive array of maneuver Mch-altitude condftions.
Trade-off studies using an SI array can be made in order to define
various combinations of speed and maneuvering limitatiors (allowable
roll -rates, bank angle changes, stick motion, 'airplane nz, etc.).
Consider -the situxtions where- restrictions relative to maneuvering

technique are required-for a specified nz/speed-enveloPe.

Safe

limitations can sometimes be ascertaineo.- from the Si data obtained
lfrom _the unrestrmcted aneuvering data used in the example speed

V

restriction problem. A convenient method for analyzing .this)situation
s .to plot SI's for"individual maneuvers vs time sequenced roll rate,
,cceleratiot, and/br roll angle, An SI vs roll rate plot -is
.i;lustrated in Figufe6 8. A "safe', but not overly conserVitive roll
r.,
restriction can be reidily selected from this plot.
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Another Conmon situati:i.. the case where it,I.s desirable to
restriet airplane rolling maneuver entry nz so that unrestricted
foiling maneuvers may be allowed. The maximum SI's used in Figure :8
can be plbtted verui rol ling maneuver entry nz (.for con.taut Mroh
and altitude) to determine the rahge of allowable entry nz as is
ilustrated in FI-gure 9.

*,

'This zection has attempted to present some basic ideas about
-structural,Ihdex usage. Once the engineer hecortps involved in
trade-off studies of structurai index versus speed, load factor,, roll
rate, etc., he will discover an~y different methods of data
prscntatin.to meet each particular situation.
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CONCLUDING COHMN.TS
Expvrience with the Structural Index system developed at
General Dynamics/Convair has shown that one- person can ef ficia.ntly
-and thoroughly conduct structural flight- apabi'ity or limitation
studies in reltervely shrjt-_pcriods of time. There are several
additional poi-As which should 'be mentioned, some, of which should 'be
kept, in mind during development of. a Structural Index System.
First, it takes a lot of preliminary thought and ,effort
(preferably in the earlier stages of an aircr#ft's R & D program) to
,p!an the system, so that it, iS known what is expected rom it.
Also,
it takes continued coordination with thr Static,TeFsit and Stress
Analysis groups in order to ascertain that the necessary strength
definitions in -the proper form results from their efforts. If efforts
are coordinated in good fashion; the- Structural Index system itself
can constitute a major portion of the aircraft's Strength -Summary &
Operating Restriction (SSOR-) report. Also, -with.a,comprehensive SI
system fhuch of the need for 'iong-term "detail" Stress Group support
'can be eliminated,
The Structural Index technique as described in this paper is ideal
*for.large scale -projects such as Seek Eagle.
However, for small
projects, or where "quickie-type" answers are desired, computers may not
be readily available, and/or iurnarourd time associated with most largescale computer operations my e prohibitive. By building on experience,-itmay be possible and practical to program an abbreviated form of the
S.I. system onto the newer generations of desk top mini-computers.
With this type of capability, it is conceivable that good answers could
be provided very 4dickly to the questions- that larise in the every day
field- opirations of fler -aircraft.
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A description ispresented-of the investigation of

dynamic response from store ejection loads on the Vought A-7 Airplane.
The primary objective of this investigation was to ensure that airframe
and store structural limitations were not exceeded while releasing
munitions. This paper describes the analytical methods employed during
this study and cogares the analytical results with measured flight
test results. It was found that total aircraft response was affected
by variations in airplane gross weight, entry maneuver load factor,
store location, and time delay between ejections. Therefore, limitations were determined and presented as envelopes of maximum,allowable
entry maneuver loa6 factor versus aircraft gross weight for the appropriate ejection cartridge force at the minimum release interval, with
variations in the number and weight of bombs released. This paper
also discusses an improvement in the accuracy of response analyses
involving MR and TER racks achieved by employing rack influence
coefficients which had been calculated from rack modal data obtained
by ground vibration testing. In conclusion it is shown that the capability of analytically predicting A-7 response to store ejection loads
has been definitely established based on comparisons with flight test
results.
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1.0

ItODUCT.QN

The carrier-based A-TA, Corsair II, light attack aircraft has six
wing pylons capable of a combined ordnance Icad of approximately 1.5,000
Systems Division of LTV
by Vought
was the
developed
-aircraftfor
pounds.
U?.ronrt Nw6033ad
AerospaceThis
Corporation
U.S.Nv
N00019-68-C-0298. Development of the land based A-7D attack aircraft
for the U.S. Air Force was performed under Contract N00019-67'eC-0143.
The primary objective of the investigation of dynamic response
loads resulting from store ejecti6n on the Vought A-7 Airplane was to
ensure that a~ifrar, and store strucural limitations *ere not exceeded
'while releasing munitions. it was found that airplane response to
stne'e jection, 'id impose high loadings on aircraft components during
high "g" symmeti-., pull-ups such as dive toss deliveries. Therefore,
it was necessary to -determine envelopes of ma)dxim allowable entry
maneuver load factor for various conditions of release for the large
number of store loadings-which comprise the A-7 attack capability A
description is presented of the methods of analysis employed during
the investigation-of A-7 response to store ejection. Also, results
of these-analytical studies aie compared with measured flight test
results.
There are three sources of the dynamic loading commonly known as
"g" jump which is experienced by aircraft during stores release:
(1) The reaction imparted to the aircraft wing by firing of ejection
rack cartridges, (2) The reaction imparted to the aircraft wing by
the sudden change in inertial load due to release of stores, (3) A
possible magnification of these two reactions due to dynamic response
of the aircraft structure. It was found that the total aircraft
response was affected by variations in airplane gross weight, entry
maneuver load factor, store location, and time delay between ejections.
A description is presented of the analytical studies conducted to
assess the effect of each of these parameters.
The mathematical model used for the investigation of store
ejection response was formulated by selecting ;s generalized coordinates not only the required .rigidbody modes, but dlso the number of
elastic structural modes necessary to define the dynamic system. It
was found that for store ejection from the parent rack, the system
could be adequately defined by airplane rigid body modes and a relatively small number of wing and fuselage flexible modes. Fowever, for
ejection from multiple racks it was necessary to include numerous
rack/pylon elastic modes to obtain accurate results. Also, the reliability of analyses involving multiple racks was greatly enhanced by
employing rack influence coefficients which had been calculated using
modal data obtained from ground vibration tests of the hardware rather
than from traditional static pull tests.
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Flight test data obtained from the Patuxent River Naval Air Test
Center proiided c6rrelation- with the analytical results and verified
the validity of the mathematical model used. A comparison of analy t.
ically predicted, %ircraft"g" jump with Actual flight test measuremients
indicates excellent agreement Aiver a considerable 'ange of store
weights. Based' on comparisons with flight test results, the capabi-lity
of analytically predicting A-7 response to store ejectioin was definitely established.
In s-imiary, the basic objective of the investigation of dynamc
response loads on the A-7 Airlilane was ,achieved in' that entky maneuver
load factor limits were established which ensured that, airframe and
store -structural limitations were not exceeded While releasing murnitions. Based on comparisons with flight test results, the capability
of analytically predicting A-7 response to store ejection was definitely estabiished,"

2.0

ACKGROUND

The basic philosophy of dynamic loads analysis employed during the
investigation of the response of the A-7 Aircraft to store ejection was
to determine the maximum loads for each transient loading cohidition.
This required tuning the dynamic system to maximize the airframe
response. The tuming was accomplished by using the allowabl variations in 'the store 'and fuel loading, and the flight conditions. In
general, parametric analyses were used to determine the tuned configuration. for maxikum response. A synmtric airplane representation was
found to be sufficient for these dynamic loads studies as loads due to
synmtric ejections of stores were shown to -be more critical than the
loads caused by ejection of stores alternating from side to side.
It was found that there were four variable parameters which
affected total aircraft response when ejecting stores. These were:
(1) Airplane gross weight, (2) Entry maneuver load factor, (3) Store
location, and' (4) Time delay between ejections. Ea~h of these param-'
eterf could have wide variati ns 'over the range of store configurations
rontsdered. It was determinc.d that restricting the entry maneuver load
iactor parameter was the most effective means of ensuring that structiUral limitations were not exceeded during store ejection. Therefore,
envelopes of maximum allowable entry maneuver load factors versus
airplane gross weight at minim=n release interval, with variations in
the weight and number of bombs-released, were developed. From these
envelopes, an appropriate release acceleration limit could be
establidhed for each store configuration.
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3.0 AATflMATICAL MODEL
The mathematical model .employed in the -aircraft respon1se
investigation cdnsiAted of both rigid body, modes and also the n umber of

component elastic modes found .necessary to adequately. define the,
dynamic system. Generally, for these studies, all modes-with frequencies up tb 50 cps vere included. It was found that for store cejection
from the parent rack, the system could 'be adequately defined by wo
airplane rigid b6dy modes, two fuselage elastic modes and f&ddr'wing
elasticmodes. akwver, for ejection from multiple racks, it was
necessay to include numerous rack/pyion elastic modes. In ftctj
twelve flexible modes of the 1/pil"
systemi, as shown in Table I,
were required to obtain accurate results,
The reliability of analyses involving multiple racks Was greatly
enhanced by employing rack inifluenee coefficients which b-.d' been-calculated using modal data obtained. from, ground. vibration tests of the.
hardware rather than! from traditional pljnl tests. Pylonl and multiple
rack. mde shapes and frequencies calculated from Influence coefficient%
which had been derived from- load' deflection data gave roor correlation
with airplane ground vibration test results. Ana2ytichl and wind
tunnel test results e mploying these influence coefficients also did
not correlate well with airplane, flight test results, Therefore, a
considerable technical advance was achieved when me aured mode shapes
and frequenciei of the multiple racks loaded' with various combinations
of bombs-were utilized together with the measnred mass matrides of the
cobinations to analytically calculate influence coefficients. Flexible
1/7 scale racks were constracted to -thee coefficents, and when vibration tested on the A-7 Dynacally Similar Th,del gave excellent
correlation with the A-7 Airplane Ground Vibration Test results. While
t
.theory -and mAthematical procedures associated with this method are
by no means new tc the field of dynamic and have been described in
detail in papers by Rodden and by Hafl' , their use in dynamic loads
analysis, represents a significant step toward6 a higher degree of
accuracy.

IW. P. Rodden "A Method, -for Deriving Structural Influence Coefficients
frcm Ground Vibration Tests," AIAA Journal, Vol. 5, No. 5.,

AT

1967.

B. M. Hafl, E. D. Calkin5 and M. S. :Sholai "Linear Estimation of
gaceedis of the
Structural Parameters fr6m Dynamic Test Data" P

ATAALASE 11th Structures,-Structural Dpmamcs,, and Materials
Conference, Derwe'r, Colorado,, April 22-24,'i970.
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4.o

NETHOD OF ANALYSIS

The equations of-motion employed in the response analysis were
formed from Lagrange's equations using the principal, oscillatory modes
of the dynamic system as generalized coordinates, The resulting
equations may be expressed in the following form-

'

•

where.

TM]

is the generalized inertia matrix of the system

[D]

isthe generali..ed structural damping matrix of
the system-

[Q I
C

is

the generalized aerodynamic damp:Lbig i trix of

the' system

IF]

is the generalized structural stiffness matrix
of the system

IQdI

is the generalized aerodynamic stiffness .matrix

of the system
[qJ'q}lq}are the columns

of generalized acceleration,
velocity, and displacement, respectively

fQI

is the colwi~n of generalized forces associated

with the generalized coordinates

Equation (1)was applied to the transient load condition by considering
the generalized forces to be those resulting from oscillation of the
system about an equilibrium,position and those resulting from externally

applied forces. The loads imposed on tne airframe at the position of
equilibrium were -assumed to -be time invariant and: were added- to the
transient loads. to-give the total airframe loading.
In order to adequately define the geometry of the airframe, panel
point coordinates were selected on appropriate structural components.
A mattrix; was formulated to transform generalized coordinate displacements into panel point displacements in the following manner:

.
IJ250J
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wrhere,
-isthe panel point location at point i
~.is

VThe

tba modal displacement at point i for the jth'rode

re :ulting- coordinate trnfralnfor each airfratie omiponent was

where,

[aib -the-panel point
!IT1

displae _ nts fojr component A

-*s, the panel point/generalized'.,cordinitte

pa tran sformation matilix

-(A,typical ibt "of these coordinatesis shown in Table T.)
Quasi-s4teady -aerbayniic fordep were used in Equation.(1) in the-
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The load equations were foriulated by summing the external loads
fpplied to the airframe.. The relationship between exernal and internal
loads was expressed by rearranging Equation () as follows:

[DJq}+ :[Fl[q

[Q

I]q}

Q

Since the convergence with the number of coordinates of the righ "hand
side of Equation (4) is, faster than the left hand side, by working
with the right hand side (ekternal loads) a Smaller number of degrees
of freedom Were required to attain the desired accuracy . The external
loads thus considered were -wing and pylon inertia force,- wing aerodynamic loads, :and cartridge forces on the pylons.
A digital compter routine was used to solve the equations of
-motion for the time histories of the generalized coorciinates, These
time histories were then substituted into the loads equations to
generate time histories of the required load distributions, 'However,
for store eOection, the equations of motion became non-linear with
the -dropping of a 'seriesof store masses. Therefore, a 'step-rwise
linear approach was used by formulating a Series of linear equations
of motion for each mass condition during the store ejection sequence.
Coordinate compatiility-was imposed 'between each set of' these equations of motion so that the end conditions from the solution of one
set of eduations couid be used as initial conditions into the succeedng
set.

5.0 CRITICAL AREAS OF'LOADING
Analyses of airframe component loads, using the methods described
in Section,
revealed that the rigid bod maneuver load factor
design iimit-or the product of load factor times gross weight (for
heavy aircraft conditions)Weie the critical load parameters. 'Wing

loads, pylon/rack loads, MR beam loads, ariER/TER ejector unit loads
were shown to be less critical. Aircraft structural limits in the
critical areas are as follows: (I) Airplaie rigid body maneuver load
factor design limit of 7 :g's for gross weights less than or equal to
?9,575 pounds,- (2) Limitatioa of 207,025 pounds on the 1roduct of
load factor and gross weight for airplane gross weights greater than

29,575 pounds.

A typical time history ylot of maneuver load factor

obtained from the analyses is shown in Figure 2.
In Figure 2 the analytical airplane load factor time
histories are shown for the ejection of 6 MK 84's mounted on each of
the six airplane pylons. The MK 84's (weighing 2000 lbs. each) were
ejected in-pairs at 20tmillisecond intervals starting with the outboard
pair and working inboard.
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To ensure that the structural limitations were not e .beded ditring
store ejection, envelopes of maximum allowable entry maneuver load
factor versus airplane gross weight, with variations in the number and
weight of bombs released, were determined. A typical chart of these
limitations is shown in Figure 3. This figure shows, entry maneuver
limitations for the aircraft ejecting 2, 4, or 6 bombs each weighing
between 600 and 1250 pounds. The curves break because the airplane
load factor limitation decreases linearly above airplane gross weights
of 29,575 pounds and the entry maneuver load factor must be reduced
accordingly.
6.0

EFFECT OF RELEASE INTEV$i

Considerable investigation was conducted to-assess the effect of
release interval on aircraft dynamic response. It was f6und-that the
smallest release time that can be achieved b- the ejection system imposed the .most critical load conditions. Yor parent rack releases,
the minimum release interval attainable (most optimistic operation of
the ejection system),was 21 milliseconds between symetrically paired
releases or between single releases alternating from side to side.
MERITER- normal release Intervals were somewhat greater, whereas the
salvo ripple interval was approximately the same as the parent rack.
To establish entry maneuver load factor restrictions for ejection
release intervals of the parent rack other than 21 milliseconds some
adjustments must be made in the limitations envelope. Table II shows
the propef adjustment to -be made in determining allowable entry
maneuver load factor from Figure 3 for release intervals of 50, 100,
and 150 miiliseconds. Conversely, iome extrapolation in the allowable
entry =maneuver load factor is possible to co pensate for a reduction
in the minimum release interval until the miost, critical loading condition, instantaneous release., is reached. It was found that only a
small reduction in: normal allowable entry maneuver load factor was
required for instantaneous release,
7.0

ESTABLISHMNT OF FLIGHT HANDBOOK CONFIGURATION
RELEASE ACCELERATION LIMS

For each A-7 store configuration contained in the flight handbook,
a release acceleration limit must be established. Some engineering
judgment was involved in determining the proper "g" limit from the"
calculated envelopes of allowable enti'maneuver factor. Using, the
most critical airplane gross weight for a configuration, the following
factors tere taken into consideration in establishing the release
acceleration from the entry maneuver charts. (1) Possible number of
stores released, (2) Weight of stores released, (3) Poscible modes
of release (paired or alternating). Using this method, release
acceleration limits were established for each configurition which
ensured that aircraft structural limits would not be exceeded during
a dive toss delivery of stores.
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The approximate formula shown below was used to establish the
trends of the limitations for variations in the store weight ejected
and in the airplane gross weight.

(W a -W s ) nz

[.

a S

where,

,k z I L + 2-Fc
C
Z Z

(5)

W'

is the gross weight of the airplane with stores (Ibs.)

WS

is the weight of the stores ejected (3bs.),

-n-

is .he load factor of the airplane center of gravity
to store ejection
(g's) factor determined from
k-Z' due
is the-dynamic
magnification
Z

flight test or analysis
is the airplane lift (ibs.)

21F.

is the sum of the individual store cartridge forces (Ibs)

With the assumption that the airplane lift is invariant throughout the
ejection sequence, the following expression can-be written:

L
where

n

zo

(6)

Wa nz

is the load factor of the airplane center of gravity
prior to ejection (g's)

Substituting Equation (6) into Equation (5)the following expression
can be formeac:

(Wa -W s

nz

a Sz

kz (W a nz + -F
c 1

a zo

c

(7)

Then, by employing Equation (7), limitations on entry maneuver load
IZO , can be set so that design maneuver load factor, f z
factor,
will not be exceeded.
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For airplane gross weights above 29-575 pounds where the limiting
factor is 207,025 pounds on the product of load factor and gross
weight, Equation (7) can be written as:

kz (Wa nzo + F )

(207,-025),

(8)

8.0 LIMITATIONS FOR sTORES WITH IOWER- ALLOWABLE
LOAD FACTORS ITAN THE AIRFRAME
A unique situation arises for stores which have a lower structural
load limitation than the airframe and remain captive during a dive toss
delivrery. It is apparent that the entry maneuver load factor must be
further reduced to prevent the allowable load limit of these stores
from being exceeded. The following relationship was used to determine
the appropriate release limitation.

n

h

--n -

'n )

Zap

nap

,_-

s

where-,

ZOS

= maximum-maneuver entry load factor,. in g's to maintainstore load factor for a store in captive flight

n

Zo

ap

=

maximum entry maneuver load factor, in g's, without

store restr~ictions

na

= airplane

nl

=

total maneuver lo&d factor restriction, in-g's

load factor restriction of the store in g's

S
Note that Equation (9) gives conservative limita'ions since the
more precise relationship is as follows:

n-a
nn ap

ap

S

w ap
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(n
n

n
as

(O

where,

Wap
ap

is, the-

-

is the store weight ejected (ibs.-)

ipane gross .weight prior
• to store ejection

S

.Wap-Ws
_
Wap

Since the ter-

factor.0

fnzo

f

is always between 0,5 and 1.0, the load
somewhat lower than from,

Eqtion (9) would

Equation (10)
.fIvever, 'due to ease of a plication, Equation (9)was
used -to set the limittions.

9.0 CORRETATION WrIH FLIGHT

TST REULTS

Flight test data obtained from the Patuxent -River Naval Air Test
Center provided- correlation with the analytical results and verified
the validity-of the mathematical model used. A, comp rison'of analytical
predictin of the expected aircraft "g" jump, with- actual flight test
data is shown in Table III and indicates excellent agreement over a
-considerable range of atore weights for parent-rack releas0.
A more
comlete picture of correlation of analytical results with .flight
test results was obtained on ,an-!nstrumented drop of m 84 bombs frotu
an Air Force A-'t.
On this flight, six MK 84 bombs were pair released
from a 36,100 pound airplane (including store weights) at an initial
maneuver load factor of 3.6 g's. Analytical and experimental. time
histories of airplane response ave co#ared in -Figure-4. It can be
,noted from Figure 4 that at a fuselage -station near the" airplane center
of gravity the peak vertical acceleration for the analytical results
is practically identical to that measured ,during the flight itest.
Based on these comparisons with flight test results, the capability of
anatically predicting A-7 response to store ejection was established.

10.0

StUMRY AND CONCLUSIONS

It was found th'. A-7 Airplane response to store ejection loads
itrposed high loadings on structural components during high "g"
symmetric pull-ups such as dive toss deliveries. Therefore, an
analytical irestigation was conducted to determine maximum allowable
entry maneuver load factors for various conditionb of release for the
large number of store configurations which conprise the A-7 attack
capability. A description has been presented of the methods of

analysis employed*during this investigation of A-7 response to store
ejection. Also, results of these analytical studies have been compared
with-measured flight test results,
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Incnlso,
the pribAr objective of -the investigation of
dya~cresponse loads on the, A-7T wOs akheved, in that 1 ntations were
esabihed- which ensure th#t airf'rame ind. store stku~turl litions
iLot ezceeded while releasing munitions. The-accuracy of djeetion
respo'nse analyses involving'NER andTR ,racks 'was, greatly i!A oved by
employing rack infludee coefficients which-had'been calculated using
rack iYal data6 obtained -by'ground vibration testn.Fnly
bbaed
oparon
,~
with, filight -test resut the
caability o'~ afm~tial
predicting A-7 response to store ejectibn was definitdl:y established,
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